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ABSTRACT

The outcome of radiation therapy in treating cancerous tumour relies mainly on

the ability to destroy the tumour with minimal damage to the surrounding normal tissues.

The accuracy and the reproducibility in the radiation dose delivered to the target volume

on a daily basis over a period of several weeks are important factors in improving overall

precision of the treatment process. A prototype video-based electronic portal imaging

device (VEPID) was developed at the Manitoba Cancer Foundation for verifying the

accuracy and reproducibility of radiotherapy treatrnents in real-time. The performance of

the prototype VEPID was far from ideal for both geometric and dosimetric verification of

radiation treatments due to the inferior noise properties of the system.

The ideal imaging system is a quantum noise limited system in which

contributions from all other sources of noise are smaller than the quantum noise. The

major objective of this work was to optirnize the noise characteristics of the VEPID so

that it can operate in the quantum noise limited regime with high signal-to-noise

characteristics. In order to achieve this, all the significant noise sources in the imaging

system were identified and the contribution from each source was quantified either by

theoretical modeling or experimental measurements. Both hardware and software

methods were then utilized to optimize the system noise. In particular, the optimization

of the video carnera played a major role in this process, and a cooled CCD camera based

on a dual field capture CCD was found to be the ideal candidate for real-time quantitative

portal imaging. In order to veriff the satisfactory performance of the optimized VEPID

over time, a quatity control test was also implemented. It has been shorvn that the

optimized VEPID can be used to verifu electron treatments with linear accelerators, and it

is capable of monitoring the stability of linear accelerators during the first few seconds of

operation. The VEPID is also shown to be capable of measuring relative exit doses to an

accur acy better than 3o/o.
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Chapter I

Rationale for portal imaging

1.1 lntroduction

The goal of external beam radiotherapy is to sterilize the malignant tumour with

minimal destruction of the sunounding normal, non-cancerous tissue, ultimately resulting

in tumour cure with sufficient normal tissue remaining to ensure viability and function.

Unfortunately, radiation interacts with and is absorbed by normal tissues in its path en

route to the tumour. Not all the radiation is absorbed by the tumour; some continues

through the body, eventually exiting at the skin surface, irradiating these normal tissues

as well. Furthermore, the tendency for malignant tumours to infiltrate surroundirrg

norrnal tissue means that a radiation treatment field must encompass a margin of normal

tissue around the known extent of the tumour. Consequently, radiation darnage is

produced in normal tissues in the treatment area aS well as in the tumour.

1.2 Dose response and tumour control

Various levels of radiation yield different tumour control probabilities depending

upon the size and anatomic extent of the lesion. The total number of surviving cells is

proportional to the initial number and biological characteristics of clonogenic cells and

the total cell kill achieved with a specified dose of radiation. The relationship between

radiation dose and the probability of tumour control of a homogeneous group of tumours

is sigmoidal. That is, with increasing radiation doses, more and more neoplastic cells are

killed until ultimately, all clonogenic cells are destroyed and a cure is achieved. Dose

response relationships for local control of homogeneous tumour groups have been

empirically determinedl .



The dose of radiation which can be delivered to a tumour is limited by the

probability of serious normal tissue complications2. Therefore, the choice of tumour

dose is based on the relative probability of tumour control and normal tissue

complications. The potential therapeutic gain can be estimated for an average group of

patients based on tumour size, histological type and the normal tissues which will be

included in the treatment fields. Figure 1-1 shows a theoretical dose response

relationship for tumour control and normal tissue complications. These two curves have

been drawn parallel to one another for simplicity, although it is likely that in practice,

because of the heterogeneity of tumour response to irradiation, the turnour-control curve

will be shallower than that for normal tissue ,esponse2. The therapeutic ratio is often

defined as percentage of tumour cures which are obtained at a given level toxicity for

normal tissues. Hi]|12, however, suggested that the therapeutic ratio is better defined in

terms of a ratio of radiation doses required to produce a given percentage of tumour

control and complications.

The greater the displacement between the two curves, the higher the probability of

tumour control. If the tumour-control curve is shallower than that for normal tissue

damage, however, then the therapeutic ratio may only be favourable for low and

intermediate tumour-control levels. If the two curves are close together or the curve for

tumour control is displaced to the right of that for complications, the therapeutic ratio is

unfavourable, where a high level of complications must be accepted to achieve even a

minimal level of tumour control.

1.3 Precis¡on required in radiotherapy

Unforfunately, very little quantitative information about these dose response

curves is available. The information available, howevet, does allow us to make some

conclusions regarding accuracy of dose delivered to the patient. The slopes of these

curves are sufficiently steep that a change in dose of 5%o is expected to result in a change
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Figure 1-1 Illustration of the concept of therapeutic ratio in terms of dose response

relationships for tumour control and normal tissue damage. See Text for details.
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of over l0% either in tumour control or complication rate. This is a large change in

results and for this reason the ICRU report 243 b,as recommended ttrat an overall accuracy

of +5o/o be considered as reasonable, in which case even higher accuracy is required for

each individual activity in the treatment process. Svensson4 showed that various

contributing factors in the calculation and delivery of dose to a homogeneous phantom

combine to give an uncertainty of this magnitude at 95o/o con{tdence level. For tumours

witlr lrigh dose gradient, however, a limit of + 3 o/o may be required5.

1.4 Limits to precision

Uncertainty in the delivered dose to the patient can arise from any one of the

chain of activities in the tïeatment plocess: accurate delineation of the tumour volume;

calibratio¡ of the treatment unit; tleatment planning process; set-up of the patient. Tl-re

set-up of the patient can be divided into three steps: setting the machine paratneters,

patient positioning and patient immobilization during treatment.

The accurate delineation of the target volume is essentially a clinical task which

requires close collaboration between the radiotherapist and the physicist. Although this

task is assumed to be achieved in most cases6, Leun.ns et. al.1 have shown that for brain

tumours, the largest contributing factor in the global uncertainty might come fi'om the

subjective interpretation of the tumour boundaries from diagnostic CT images. However,

future developments in correlation between MRI and CT images which provide

complementary patient information, will eventually decrease the uncertainty in tumour

and target volume delineations.

CunninghamS recently pointed out that the goal recommended by ICRU repott 24

of a +5o/o accuracy for dose delivery is difficult to achieve with currently available

treatment planning systems. However, in an attempt to attain a goal of 3Yo in accuracy, a

new generation of dose calculation rnethods has been proposed. These are the A-volume

methodg, differential pencil beam methodl0, dose spread array method11, *d Fourier



convolution method12. Tliey all employ theoretically calculated absorbed dose arrays as

input data. In palticular', the latter three methocls lely ou similal'Monte Carlo-generated

data, which include electron transport information. These methods are undergoing

critical evaluations and have not been implemented into comtnercial treatment planning

systems as yet.

As the uncertainties associated with treatment unit calibration and treatment

planning are handled with extensive quality assurance programs and accurate radiation

transport algolithrns, patient set-up remains the major concern in the overall accuracy of

the treatment process. Dutreix6 claimed that in a good radiotherapy centre, where a

quality assurance program is regularly applied, the setting-up of the patient is generally

the weakest point of the chain which largely contributes to the overall uncertainty. Portal

verification, in which a transmission image of the patierf is acquiled during therapy,

plays a significant role in veriffing that the uncertainties associated with patient set-up

are within acceptable lirnits.

1.5 Documented patient set-up errors

A number of studies have documented the frequency and magnitude of patient set-

up effors in external beam radiotherapy, in most cases using portal irnaging. By

systematic use of verification films in their pioneering work, Marks et. ¡.13'14

demonsttated a high incidence of localization errors on patients ilradiated for head and

neck cancer or malignant lyrnphornas. These etrors were corrected with improved

immobilization of the patients. For instance, the use of a bite block in patients with head

and neck tumours reduced localization incidence of errors from 16% to l%14.

Hendricksonl5 reported a3.5%o incidence of error in multiple parameters (setting of field

size, timer, gantry and collimator angles, and patient positioning) witli one technologist

working. The er¡or rate declinedto 2.8%o when two technologists worked together.



Byhardt et. a1.16 compured the frequency and magnitude of erïors for different

sites of treatment. They found that lTYo of the 434 ear, nose, and throat (ENT) treatments

included in the study had effors greater than 5 mm, and errors of similar magnitude wele

found in 7%o of 163 clanial region portals. Furthermore, there was a 13o/o enor rate (field

displacements of 5mm or more) reported among tlie 3 17 chest region films examined. Of

the cases included in the study, the highest error rate was observed for treatments in the

pelvic region where discrepancies greater than 5 rnm were found in26Yo of the 153 cases.

Rabinowitz et. al.L1 reported on the analysis of simulator and portal films of 71

patients, 25 of whom were analyzed retrospectively, 39 prospectively, and seven with

daily portal fihns. Some discrepancies were noted betrveeu the simulator and the

localization portal films. With an average value of 3 mm standard deviation of the

variations, the mean worst case discrepancy averaged 3.5 mrn in the head and neck

region, 9.2 mm in the thorax, 5.1 in the abdomen, 8.4 in the pelvis and 6.9 in the

extremities.

Hulshof et. aI.18 analyzed the incidence and magnitude of localization errors

detected by verification films during mantle field irladiation for Hodglcin's disease in 126

treatment set-ups. The first v:rifîcation film at the beginning of treattnent showed

localization errors of over I cm in I3%o of the cases leading to a critical margin between

the shielding block and tumour-bearing area in 9Yo of treatment set-ups. After the first

correction, an adequate treatment set-up was obtained in 60Yo of the cases and after two

corrections in 84o/o, thus demonstrating the verification fihns in improving the

localization of portals and monitoring subsequent corrections. Others have documented

similar localization errors on the basis of portal film or EPID image review analysis in

treatments of the 6¡s6{9-24, head and n"r¡25-33, rnantle/thorcx26,33-40, and

pelvis26,4I-54.



1.6 lmpact of local control on survival

Some studies have pointed out that set-up errors may also correlate with decreased

tumour control. Kinzie et. a1.55 in the Pattems of Care Study, reviewed patients with

Hodgkin's disease treated with radiation therapy alone, and found that 33o/o of patients

whose treatment portals were inadequate, subsequently developed in-field or marginal

recurrerlces, in comparison with only 7Yo of those treated with adequate portals. Marks

et. a1.56 also repofied a higher incidence of failures in patients with carcinoma of the

nasopharynx on whom shielding of the ear inadvertently caused some blocking of tumour

volume.

Suit et. a1.57 have reported that experimentally, in animal tumour models, the

incidence of distant metastases is usually higher in those auimals with local failure than

in those with local tumour control. Similar phenomenon is observed in patients with

carcinoma of the lung58, prostate59, and uterine cervix60. Suit et. u1.57 pointed out that

in the United States, elimination of locoregional failures in patients without distant

metastases at the time of diagnosis would result in a significant increase in survivors.

They have also noted that long-term disease free survival after salvage treatment of

patients with local failure only should be viewed as proof that irnploved treatment of the

primary lesion results in higher survival rates, provided that the patients do not have and

will not develop distant metastases. These authors presented data to indicate that in a

variety of tumours, a correlation exists between the incidence of locoregional failures and

the development of distant metastases. They have also reported data demonstrating the

importance of higher doses of radiation in improving the probability of turnour control.



1.7 The need for real-time portal imaging

Suit et. 4.61 pointed out the benefits of reducing the tleatrnent volume in an effort

to deliver higher doses of radiation, which may irnprove the quality of tumour control

without excessively irradiating surrounding normal tissues, thereby decreasing treatment-

related morbidity. As early as 1965 Takahashi proposed dynamic conformal therapy, in

which blocks, radiation field direction, and patient might be dynamically controlled

during treatment in order to achieve a tightly confonning liigh dose region around the

target volurne62. Dynamic conformal radiation thelapy is technically feasible today with

the commercial availability of rnultileaf collimators, aud is under study at a lrutnber of

institutions63. The use of a smaller treatment volume in these treatments requires

rnethods to confirm that the target volume has been exactly aligned for each beam path,

and the dynamic nature requires that the methods be real-time. Therefore, tliere is a

specific need for real-time portal imaging devices to make dynamic conformal therapy a

success. In particular, the NCI workshop on geometric accul'acy and reproclucibility in

radiation therapy held in 198764 made specific recommendations to ettcourage the

development of convenient real-time on-line portal imaging systems.
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Chøpter 2

lntroduction to portal imaging systems

2.1 Portal imaging with radiographic film

Portal imaging with radiographic film was the conventional method of verifoing

the accuracy of radiotherapy. A film is placed on the exit side of the patient, and records

a projection of the patient's anatomy within the radiation field boundary. The report of

the AAPM task group 281 defined three types of portal radiographs: localization,

verification, and double exposure radiographs. Localization radiograph is produced by an

exposure which is short compared to the daily treatment time. It is processed and

examined before the remainder of the treatment is delivered, so that any set-up effors can

be detected and corrected in an interactive manner. However, this procedure is time

consuming and impractical for routine implementation in every treatment fraction. A

verification radiograph is produced when the film is exposed to the entire treatment

delivered with that field, and therefore uses a less sensitive (ie, slow) film. Any set-up

errors detected by this procedure can only be couected on the following treatment.

Double exposure radiograph is made when the treatment field is srnall making it difficult

to determine the patient set-up accurately. As the name irnplies, two exposures are made,

where one exposure is made with the blocked treatment field and the other uses a larger

unblocked freld. This procedure has the advantage of showing anatomical features

located outside of the treatment field, which is useful in veriffing the correct patierf set-

up.

High energy photons have similar energy absorption coeff,icients for bone and soft

tissue, so that in comparison to diagnostic films, the contrast in portal films is extremely

poor. Contrast is also degraded by the scattered photons since an anti-scatter grid is

impractical at high energies. Although Droege et al.2 have found that contrast
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improvement can be achieved by maintaining an air gap between the patient and the film

for 60Co and 4 and 8 MV photons, scattering is highly forward directed at higher energies

making air gaps less effective beyond 6 MV3.

Many techniques have been proposed to improve portal fiim quality: by using

metal screen cassettes2,4-6, and by using metal/phosphor screen combinationT-9.

Reinstein and Ortonl0 huu" used postprocessing enhancement by "gamma

multiplication" to obtain an order of magnitude irnprovement in contrast in localization

and verif,rcation films. Alternatively, a number of authors have developed methods to

convert portal films into digital format and then to apply digital image enhancement

techniquesll-I7 .

In order to circumvent the problem of inherently poor contrast in megavoltage

portal f,rlms, imaging with low energy X-rays has been proposed. This idea was first

explored as early as 1958 by HollowaylS *tro mounted a diagnostic X-r'ay tube on a

cobalt unit. Later Biggs et. al. l9 mounted a diagnostic X-ray tube on the side of a 10 MV

linac. Shiu et. al.20also reported a system where a commercially available X-ray tube

was mounted on the head of a cobalt unit. An alternate approach suggested by

Galbraith2l involves replacing thehigh-Ztarget with a thin low-Z target so that suffrcient

low-energy photons will be produced to make a high contrast portal fihn. However these

systems did not find wide enough acceptance by the community to be cornrnercially

available. Epp and Suit22 recently stressed the irnportance of cliagnostic quality portal

imaging in verifying thr ee-dimensional conformal treatments.

Despite these improvements, the procedures involved in making and evaluating

portal films are time consuming making portal imaging with film an off-line imaging

modality. Their use in each portal of every treatment is prevented by tlie cost and effort

involved in the film rnethod. Furthermore, the cost in the flrhn is largely inecoverable.

Consequently,60%o of the radiotherapy centres lirnited the use of portal films to the first

day of the teatment onlyl.
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2.2 Alternative off-line modalities

Xeroradiography has been shown to have certain advantages over the portal film

in radiation therapy verifrcationz3,24. The xeroradiographic process exploits the

photoconductive properties of amorphous selenium. The image receptor is a thin layer of

selenium deposited on an aluminium backing plate. The detector is charged prior to

irradiation, and the electron hole pairs generated by the deposited radiation energy form a

latent image by subtraction from the original uniform charge distribution. The latent

image is developed by spraying a fine aerosol of blue powder which sticks to the charge

image. This image is then transferred to paper by contact and fused by lieating to

produce an opaque radiograph. Exposures of 3-6 s (4-9 cGy dose) are sufficient to

produce satisfactory irnages o.r 60Co or 4MV treatment machines. This technique

produces images with strong edge enhancement, and the wide latitude of the process

allows good visualization of anatomical details.

Computed radiography (CR) has also been used for megavoltage portal imaging

as an alternative to portal çt1^25-29. The image receptor or "imaging plate" is a flexible

plastic plate less than I rnm thick that is coated with minute polycrystals (4-5pm in

diameter) of photostimulable phosphor combined with an organic binder.

Photostimulable phosphors are capable of storing a fraction of the absorbed energy in the

form of colour centres (F-centers) when irradiated by X-rays, ultraviolet light, electrons,

or protons. They emit luminescence radiation whose intensity is proportional to the

absorbed energy when stimulated by visible ol infi'aled radiation. After the X-ray irnage

is stored on the imaging plate as a latent image, it is read by sequentially scanning a laser

beam and recording the luminescent light with a conventional photomultiplier tube. By

flooding the image plate with light, any residual irnage can be erased and the plate can be

reused. Advantages of CR are ease of storage and retrieval, high dynarnic range (105),

and the possibility of digital processing and analysis.
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Despite the advantages of portal imaging with xeroradiography and CR compared

to portal film, they are not considered as ideal methodologies for radiotherapy

velification since they are not real-time modalities.

2.3 Electronic portal imaging devices

A number of alternative detectors called electronic portal irnaging devices (EPID),

have been developed in the past to overcome tlie limitation in tliese off-line imaging

methods. EPIDs are capable of irnaging in real-time (or near real-time) and generating

digital data (images). Digital images open up new possibilities for automatic quantitative

geometric comparison (e.g. registration) with simulator images or digitally recoustructed

radiographs (DRR), and real-time capability allows interventional verification.

Futhermore the availability of a digital irnage allows the application of digital irnage

processing to overcome the poor contrast. Recently Boyer et. a1.30 reviewed the

developments in various EPIDs, including solid state detectors, ionization charnber

systems, and video based portal imaging systems.

2.3.1 Solid state detectors

Lam et. a1.31 constructed an EPID using a linear array of 256 silicon diodes. The

center-to-center separation between adjacent diodes was 2 mrn, and a tnicrocomputer

controlled stepping motor was used to scan the radiation transmitted through the patient

in 2 mm intervals. When mounted at 150 cm from the radiation source, the resulting

resolution at the isocenter was I .3 mm. A 1.1 rnm thick lead plate was used on top of the

diodes for electronic build-up when imaging a 4 MV beam. The quality of the images

allowed visualization of a 1 cm test object at 0.8o/o primary contrast level. Being a

scanning detector system, the major drawback in this system is the long acquisition time.

Another solid-state scanning affay was developed by Morton et a1.32 using zinc

tungstate scintillating crystals. The crystals, 5x5x25 mm in size, were arranged in a
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double row, 64 crystals per row. The light output from the crystals was read out by

optically coupledphotodiodes. The surfaces of the crystals were polished and coated with

a reflective rnaterial for maximum light collection efficiency. The detector was mounted

at 200 cm from the radiation source to reduce the effects of scatter radiation, giving a

19x19 "-2 f,rdd of view at the isocenter. A complete scan over the full field of view

takes about 4 s. The spatial and contrast resolutions for this system were found

experimentally to be 3 mm and}.5Yorespectively32'

Scanning arrays are not efficient in detecting two-dirnensional distribution of

radiation, and therefore require long acquisition times unless spatial and/or contrast

resolution is sacrificed. Consequently scanning detector systems do not offer "real-time"

capabilities for verifying dynarnic conformal therapy. In order to overcome this

drawback an area detector based on amorphous silicon photodiodes and thin-f,rlm

transistors was developed at the University of Michigan33,34. The detector is a rrulti-

element amorphous silicon detector anay (called MASDA anay) which cousists of a

matrix of 256x240 photodiodes, each coupled to a thin film field effect transistor (FET).

The detector array is positioned immediately below a metal/phosphor screen combination

which has the same functional;ty as those used in video based systems. The rnajor

advantage of this system is that it can collect a large percentage of the light emitted by the

rnetal/phosphor screen. Although initial results indicate that this technology has the

poterfial to provide an efficient, high resolution, large area EPID, the technology has not

matured enough to be commercially available.

2.3.2 Liquid ionization chambers

A scanning liquid ionization chamber (SLIC) EPID was developed at the

Netherlands Cancer Institute. The original prototype had only 33x32 chambers35 and the

later version which evolved into the commercial system "PoÍal Vision" from Varian Inc.

has256x256 chambers36. the ion chambers are made of I mrn liquid film of iso-octane,
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and is sandwiched between two parallel circuit boards. In addition, there is a 1 mrn thick

stainless steel front screen to allow sufficient build-up. There are 256 strip-formed

electrodes on the rear plate that serve as signal electrodes. Each electrode is connected to

a sensitive electrometer, and the outputs of the electrometers are multiplexed to a single

amplif,rer and a digitizer. On the opposite plate, at right angles to tl're signal electrodes,

are 256 high voltage electrodes. The signal is read out from the chamber rnatrix row by

row, by successively switching high voltage to different electrodes and measuring the

currents in all 256 column electrodes. The 32.5x32.5 cm field of view is scanned in

about 6 seconds, although faster acquisitions are possible with reduced spatial resolution.

The resolution of the device is governed by the 1.27 mm spacing of the electrode plates.

2.3.3 Video based electronic portal imaging devices (VEPID)

In principle, a television/video camera tube is a convenient device of moderate

spatial resolution and adequate quantum efficiency, which can serve as the basis of an

area detector system. It is natural, therefore to employ standard television cameras which

have been brought to a high state of perfection by long development and mass

production. It is even highly desirable to retain as far as possible the scanning rates, ie.

line and frame frequency standards adopted in cornmercial television practice so that

standard off-the-shelf inexpensive devices such as display monitors, signal generators etc.

can be used without modif,rcation. In fact, VEPIDs or the fluoloscopic portal irnaging

devices were the very first real-time EPIDs developed37. Although the image quality of

these systems was rather poor, these original studies demonstrated the potential of real-

time verification of radiation treatments using television technology.

Intense research and development on night vision capabilities for military and

civilian applications resulted in the commercial availability of very sensitive video

camera tubes such as Silicon Intensified Target (SIT) camera tubes. Utilizing these
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developments, Baily et al. demonstrated fluoroscopic portal imaging using a large flat

metal/phosphor screen viewed through a450 minor by a SIT camera38.

A schematic diagram of a video based portal imaging system is shown in Fig. 2-1,

and in general consists of the following components,

1. metal/phosphor screen to convert the X-ray image to a light image.

2. 45" front surface mirror to optically couple the screen to the video camera

3. very sensitive video camera fitted with a fast (low F/stop) lens

4. control system containing a computer/image processor combination.

The metal plate about 1-2 mm in thickness, acts as the build-up material for the phosphor

screen, transferring part of the energies of the incident photons to secondary electrons.

These electrons in tum interact with and deposit energy (dose) through excitations in the

phosphor scïeen. The screen emits fluorescent light via de-excitation, the intensity of

which is proportional to the deposited energy39,40. A very small fraction of this light

(less than 0.05%) is detected by the video camera to form a video signal. The video

signal is then digitized, processed, and stored by the computer system.

The system developed by Baily et. al. at the University of California at San Diego,

contained a 1116" stainless steel build-up plate onto which a 43x43 c^2 E-2 fluorescent

screen (Dupont) was cemented. A front surface mirror and an F/0.78,13 mm focal length

lens was used to optically couple the phosphor screen to a SIT camera. The scanning of

the SIT camera was modified from RS-170 format to a square format to image the full

field of view. A computer or an image processor was not used in this system, and images

were stored eitlier on video tape or video disk. The limiting resolution of tl-re system

measured at the input surface of the fluorescent screen was 0.8 lp/rnm. This early system

clearly dernonstrated the capability of real-time visualization of organ motion during

60Co and 6MV treatments.

At the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH), Leong et. al. developed a similar

system, incorporating a real-time digital image processing system and a host computer{l.
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Figure 2-I A Schematic diagram of a video based portal imaging system.
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The video signal was digitized to 512x512 8-bit pixels and stored on frame buffers, and a

pipeline image processor (PIP) was used to perform a host of arithmetic and logical

operations, both at video frame rates. In addition to acquiring and processing digital

portal images, the authors also desclibed the attempts for quantitative dosimetric analysis

on portal images, which was the first attempt on dosimetric verification of a radiation

treatment using an EPID.

Munro et. al. at the University of Toronto have developed a VEPID using a

plumbicon (lead oxide vidicon) etrnera42,43. A 400 mg cm-2 telbium activated

gadolinium oxysulfrde (Gd2O2S:Tb or P-43) phosphor layer bonded to 1 mm copper

plate was used in their systern, and signal integration on the camera target was used to

reduce electronic noise. They have shown that the system is capable of detecting 0J%

contrast with TcGy ir¡adiation. This system is commercially marketed by Infimed Inc.

under the trade name "THERAVIE'W".

Visser et. al at the Daniel den Hoed Cancer Centre have developed a prototype

system which is now marketed by the Philips Medical Systems as "SRI-100 MVI" portal

imaging slstery¡44. The system consists of a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera

(512x256 pixels) optically coupledto a 30x40 crn2 rare eafth fluorescent screen having a

surface density of 411 mg cm-2 using two 450 mirrors. Initial signal integration was

carried out on the CCD target for 0.1-1 seconds, and subsequent accumulation was

carried out on a 16-bit frame processor. The spatial resolution of the system as measured

by the FWHM was 1.5 mm. With 25 cm of water equivalent absorber, the signal-to-noise

ratio of an image acquired with a 7 sec exposure was found to be 105. Huizenga et. al.

later reported an improvement in the system by incorporating a large area CCD having a

hi gher quantum effrciency4s

Wong et. al. at the Mallincrodt Institute of Radiology l-rave also developed a

prototype VEPID using a Newvicon 
"u^eru46,47 

. In order to overcome the bulkiness of

the mirror based systems, the original design incorporated f,rbre optic coupling between
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the video camera and the phosphor screen. However, a later version developed at the

William Beaumont Hospital uses mirror coupling and a cooled CCD camera capable of

target integration4S.

Shalev et. al. at the Manitoba Cancer Treatment and Research Foundation

(MCTRF) in Winnipeg, developed a prototype real-tirne VEPID which later evolved into

the BEAMyJEy¿PLUS portal imaging system from siernens Medical Systems49. The

original prototype utilized a cornmercial phosphor screen (100 rng cm-2) and a SIT

camera combination to properly match the light ouþut from the screen to the cameîa

response. An ITI-151 real-tirne image processor from Imagirig Technology Inc

connected to a PC-286 host computer was used for image acquisition, process, and

storage. The SIT camera was operated at RS-170 video rate (30 fi'ames per sec.) and

irnages were obtained by averaging 128 or 256 frames in real-time.

Although the images produced by this systern were not ideal, the image quality

was adequate after digital processing for the use in the evaluation of set-up er.ots5O. The

SIT camera which was necessary for irnaging at the light level encountered with the 100

rng cm-2 screen, has a quantum efficiency of only 10-15%. This was a major drawback

in the original system. After an extensive study on the pelfolmance of different

metal/phosphor screen combinations fol the use in real-time VEPIDs, Wowk developed

thick screens that produced four fold increase in liglit output5l. Consequently, and also

partly due to recommendations based on the work of this thesis, the BEAMyJEV¿PLUS

commercial system uses a 150 mg cm-2 screen and a Newvicon camera.

2.4 Thesis overview

In the case of verification of static beam therapy, continuous real-time imaging is

required only when patient and/or organ motion during a single fi'action has to be studied.

However, due to ever increasing utilization of dynamic therapy techniques, such as

dynamic intensity modulation and dynamic wedge, the need for continuous real-time
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portal verification becomes more and more impoftant. Although, in principle, these

treatments may be verified by a single long exposure, practical limitations such as

instabilities in detector housing make the usefulness of such cumulative exposures

somewhat questionable. In order to handle the demands in dynamic therapy verification,

portal imaging systems must be capable of imaging in real-time or near real-time

continuously during the whole treatment without any dead time.

The images produced by the MCTRI' prototype portal irnaging system have low

contrast-to-noise ratios, making the geometric verification process difficult. Although

post processing can increase the contrast in the portal images5O the noise characteristics

in the portal images determine the amount of contrast enhancement that can be

performed. Furthermore, real-time portal images obtained by the system contain artifacts

due to combined effects of accelerator pulsation ancl conventional video scanning. hi the

context of this thesis, the term noise is used to desclibe the presence of unwanted

information in images. Noise, whether landom or otherwise, also limits the accuracy

with which quantitative information can be extracted from portal images. Therefore,

identification and reduction of imaging system noise is necessary for optimizing the

system performance for quantitative as well as qualitative measurements.

The first objective of this work was to optimize the noise characteristics of the

prototype portal imaging system developed at the MCTRF. In order to achieve this, all

the significant noise sources in the imaging system are identifred and the contribution

from each source is quantified either by theoretical modeling or by experimental

measurements. Both hardware and software rnethods are utilized to optirnize the system

noise characteristics. Particularly, the video camera optimization was a major step in the

optimization of the system. Once the system is optimized for noise characteristics, the

second objective was to evaluate the ability of the system for quantitative imaging. The

final objective was to develop suitable quality assurance tests for commissioning and

routine quality control puposes.
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Part II of the thesis describe the systematic and detailed investigation carried out

to identify all the significant noise sources in the system and to quantify the contribution

fi'om each source. Possible ways of reducing all the contributions fi'om these noise

sources so that the systern can operate close to the quantum noise limited regime ale also

described.

Noise in video-based digital porlal imaging can be categorized into th¡ee parts:

random or stochastic noise, fixed pattern noise, and artifactual noise. Random noise

comprises quantum noise, due to the courfing statistics of the input X-ray flux, the

conversion of X-rays to light quanta, and the formation of a signal in the video carnera,

electronic noíse whích arises in the camera and the rest of the electronics, and

quantization noise which is due to rounding off and truncation erors in the A/D

conversion and digital frame averaging. Fixed pattern noise is due to defects in the

phosphor screen and non-uniformities in the cafirera target and the A/D converter. The

artifactual noise arises due to combined effects of linac pulsation and conventional video

scanning.

Artifactual noise and whether, and under what conditions, pulsation artifacts will

affect the measurement of random noise are described in Chapter 3. The quantization

noise is handled in Chapter 4, and the rest of the randorn noise is dealt with in Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 deals with the fixed pattern noise. Chapter 7 covers the frequency spectra of

the irnage noise variance which involve the determination of Noise Power Spectra

(NPS).

Part III covers the quality control aspects of the VEPID system. Part IV

contains the applications of the optimized portal imaging system. Chapter 9 demonstrates

the on-line imaging of electron treatments, which is a very dernanding static imaging

application. Chapter 10 describes an application of real-time continuous imaging, where

stability of an accelerator during first th¡ee seconds of operation is measured with the

VEPID. Chapter l1 handles the quarfitative portal imaging, where the ability of the
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system for exit dosimetry is described. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in

Chapter 12.
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Chøpter 3

Artifactual noise

3.1 lntroduction

In most cases electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs) are mounted on linear

accelerators, which produce short pulses of x-radiation with a repetition rate in the range

50 to 300 pps. Under certain circumstances an aliasing situation may exist between the

bursts of radiation and the read-out cycle of the detector, with the result that pulsation

artifacts are introduced into the digitized portal image which may reduce their clinical

efficacy, or rnay interfere with accurate measurements of the signal level and its noise

characteristics. Such pulsation artifacts will not occur if the radiation source is not

pulsed, such as with a cobalt therapy unit, or if the detector signal is extracted in a

manner totally uncoupled from the radiation pulsation frequency. However, several types

of EPIDs do exhibit pulsation artifacts, and therefore their nature is investigated in this

chapter for the case of video-based electronic portal imaging systems (VEPIDs).

In order to facilitate the evaluation of altifacts, pulse repetition rates were

deliberately chosen to give rise to a single artifact in an image, and the nature and the

amplitude of the artifacts for different types of video camera with dissimilar signal read-

out techniques were compared. Comparative measurements were also made between a

linear accelerator and a cobalt therapy unit. The goal was to define the nature of the

pulsation artifacts and to investigate under which conditions they can be reduced or

eliminated. While it is shown that pulsation artifacts can be significantly reduced by

frame averaging, this is not always an option in clinical radiation therapy, since it

increases the image acquisition time. In many cases short exposures are required to

investigate patient or organ movement, or to improve image quality by reducing their

bluning effect. Short acquisition times are also necessary for intra-treatment verification,
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as \^/ell as for the verification of dynamic collirnators, rotational treatments, and dynamic

beam modulation techniques such as tomotherapyl. Where frame averaging is not

appropriate, pulsation artifacts can be eliminated by using on-target integration in the

video camera combined with suitable signal extraction. It is hoped that the analysis of

this approach will encourage the development of VEPIDs which do not exhibit pulsation

artifacts.

3.2 Video imaging of pulsed sources

Pulsation artifacts arise from the combined effects of linear accelerator pulsation

and video camera read-out technique. A good understanding of video read-out teclniques

is necessary to understand these effects, and in the following brief descliption the

discussion is restricted to RS-170 (continuous, real-time) standard video .un"r^r2. A

detailed description of standard video scanning is given by Harshbatg"r3.

Conventional vacuum tube based video cameras operate by sequentially scanning

the camera target with a n¿urow electron beam, one pixel at a time. Two read-out modes

are used in vacuum tube cameras: progressive read-out mode and interlaced read-out

mode. Each pixel in the target integrates the image for 33.3 ms (frame time), which is the

time interval between two read-outs. This is due to the fact that integration is tied to the

read-out. However, in the case of progressive scanning, pixels are read out sequentially,

and therefore the integration periods of different pixels do not ovellap in time. This is

shown in Fig. 3-1 for four neighboring pixels. Furthermore, in the case of interlaced

scanning, odd and even fields are read out one after the other. Therefore integration

periods of two adjacentpixels in thevertical direction are displaced in tirne by 16.6 ms

(field time) which corresponds to half the integration period. This displacement in

integration periods between pixels is a major drawback in vacuum tube video cameras,

when continuous imaging of rapid events is required.
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Figure 3-1. a) Spatial arrangement of four pixels in a camera target.
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Figure 3-1 b. Temporal arrangement of the image integration times of the pixels shown in

Fig. 3-l a for four different types of cameras. Simultaneous image capture by all the

pixels is performed only by the dual field capture CCD camera.
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Solid state CCD cameras, on the other hand, use somewhat different read-out

methods. An important difference between CCD and vacuuln tube cameras is that image

acquisition is not coupled to signal read-out in CCD cameras. An image is formed on the

CCD target by generating electron-hole pairs, which are trapped in an anay of potential

wells created by applying potentials to on-chip electrodes. The trapped electrons are then

transferred to an on-chip amplifier in a controlled fashion by changing the potentials

applied to each electrode, and read out sequentially. Three types of CCD read-out

architectures are in use4: full frame CCD, fiame transfer CCD, and interline transfer

CCD. A discussion of the differences in resolution between CCD and vacuum tube

cameras due to the differences in the read-out techniques is given by Gurley and Hasletts.

Most of the commercially available CCD cameras operating in the RS-170

standard use either interline or frame transfer architecture. As far as the pixel integration

period is concerned, both of tliese read-out architectures are iderfical. Every pixel in a

single field iritegrates the image simultaneously in 1/60 s, and hence the irfegration

periods of every pixel in a single field completely overlap in time. All the pixels in the

other field also integrate the image simultaneously but exactly 1/60 s later. The

integration period of one field, therefore, does not overlap in tirne with the integration

period of the other; the two f,ields contain completely independent information as far as

temporal sampling is concemed.

A new generation CCD chip (TC 217* ;, which is a modified frame transfer CCD,

has recently been introduced. This device is similar to a frame transfer CCD, but it has

two separately addressable storage regions for storing odd and even fields. In one mode

of operation of this device, called dual field capture mode, a complete frame is integrated

on the image area during a frame time of 33.3 ms. Then the whole frame is transferred

quickly to the storage region from which each field is read-out sequentially to generate a

true interlaced video signal, or the two fields are read out togethel as a single frame to

* 
T"*u, Instruments Inc. Dallas, Texas.
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generate a progressive video signal. During the reading of the stored frame the image

area continues to integrate the next video frame. The operation of this CCD is similar to

that of a full fi'ame CCD, but the charge transfer to the storage region is very fast so that

shuttering is not required.

Figure 3-1 shows schematically the comparison between the integration periods

for four adjacent pixels for the four types of cameras. Figure 3-1a shows the spatial

anangement of the four pixels in the camera target and Fig. 3-1b shows the temporal

relationships between the integration periods. It can be seen that simultaneous data

capture by all the pixels is performed only by the dual field capture CCD carnera.

If a strobed light source with a narrow pulse width (<1 ms) and a frequency

comparable to the video scanning frequency is imaged with a vacuurn tube camela in

non-interlaced mode, only a part (upper or lower) of the irnage will contain the

information due to the pulse. For example, if a narrow pulse of light is incident on the

camera target at the time shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3-lb, pixels A, B, and C will

capture the pulse, but not the pixel D. All the pixels to the top and to the left of pixel C

will also capture the pulse, but all the pixels to the right and below pixel D will not

capture the pulse. This is due to the temporal shift in the integration period of each pixel,

and leads to a horizontal banding artifact in single frame images. Even though the

imaged object is illuminated unifonnly with each pulse, the resultant image will contain

the banding artifact. The artifact arises purely due to conventional video scanning.

Moreover, if interlaced scar-rning is used, even and odd fields may contain different levels

of signal as the integration periods of adjacent lines are separated in time by half the

integration period. This is illustrated also in Fig 3-1b, for the three vertically adjacent

pixels B, C, and D. Pixel C does not capture the pulse but the pixels B and D do so. This

introduces an interlace artifact in real time video images, which will be severe in the

regions where the difference in the two fields is greatest. This intellace afiifact has been
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observed in real-time digital radiography as well6. These artifacts will be referred to as

pulsation artifacts

If a stlobed source is imaged with an interline or frame transfer CCD camera

operating in real-time, only the interlace artifact will appear when the strobe frequency is

comparable to the video frequency. Moreover, the artifact will be severe when the strobe

frequency is about 30 Hz since only one fîeld captwes the strobe light, as shown in Fig 3-

lb. The result will be a frame consisting of a bright field interlaced with a dark field.

Both the dual field capture CCD and the full frame CCD are inherently insensitive to both

the banding artifact and the interline artifact because every pixel in the whole frame

integrates the image simultaneously. However, a shutter must be used to stop light

falling on a full frame CCD during the read-out which make it unsuitable for continuous

real-time irnaging. Therefore video caûreras based on the dual field capture CCD are the

only ones capable of continuously operating in real-time without generating pulsation

artifacts.

Linear accelerators used in radiotherapy produce bursts of X-rays lasting about

250 ps at a rate between 30 - 200 Hz. Since these frequencies are comparable to the

video fi'equency, real time portal imaging with linear accelerators will be sensitive to

these artifacts to an extent dependent on the video camera used. The dose rate delivered

by some accelerators, particularly the one used in this study, is monitored and adjusted to

the specified value during treatment by changing the pulsation frequency. Consequently

the beam pulsation frequency does not remain constant during the operation, and is

dependent on the beam energy and dose rate mode. These variations in the pulsation

frequency lead to an instability of the dose rate as seen by the video carnera. Table 3-l

shows the measured average pulsation frequencies of the KD-2* linear accelerator used in

this study.

* Si.-.,',, Medical Systems Inc. Concord, California.
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3.3 Materials and method

3.3.1 Materials

The prototype portal imaging system used in this study has a metal/phosphor

screen consisting of a 500 mg/cmz Gd2O2S:Tb (P-43) phosphor layer on a 2.25 mm

copper plate which was placed at a source-detector distance of 140 cm for all the

measuremerfs. Optical coupling between the metal phosphor screen ancl the video

camera was achieved with a F/0.85, 25 mm c-mount lens and a 45" front coated glass

mirror. Four types of video cameras were investigated: a SIT (Silicon Intensified Target),

a Newvicon, a frame transfer CCD, and a dual field capture (DF) CCD camera. Two

different systems were used for image acquisition: a PC- 386 equipped with an ITI series

150 image pro""ssor**, and a PC- 486 equipped with a Coreco Oculus 500 (OC500)***

processing board.

Dose rate Energy

6MV 23 MV

Higlr

Low

195 Hz (200 cGy/min)

55 Hz (50 cGy/min)

140H2 (300 cGy/miri)

30 Hz (50 cGy/min)

Table 3-1. Pulsation frequencies of the Siemens KD-2 linear accelerator for different

modes of operation.

The ITI-150 system digitizes RS-l70 video into 512x480 pixels using an 8-bit

analog-to-digital (A/D) converter. It has a l6-bit Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) capable

of summing up to 256 8-bit images in real time into a 16 bit fi'ame buffer. The OC500

** 
Imaging Technology Inc. Bedford, Massachusetts.*t* 
Coreco Inc. Quebec, Canada.
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system uses a 1O-bit A/D converter which digitizes the RS-170 video signal into 640x480

array (square pixels). ITI-150 system was used with SIT, Newvicon, and frame transfer

CCD camera, whereas the OC500 system was used with the DF CCD camera. All the

results obtained with the OC500 system were normalized to 8-bit so that compalisons

between the systems could be made.

A l<D-2linear accelerator operated in the 23 MV X-ray mode at a dose rate of

300 cGy/min and a 15 cm water phantom were used for this study unless otherwise

specified. A20x20 cm2 field size was used in all cases.

CCD sensors are subject to radiation damage, and should be shielded from the

direct treatment fisld7 . They are also sensitive to incident X-rays, and irnage noise due to

this effect has been noted previouslyS. The DF CCD camera was found to be especially

sensitive to X-ray noise, even when it is located well outside of the field. When the bearn

is on, the image rapidly fills with single- or few-pixel spurious events, and on occasion

distinct tracks are seen due to high energy electrons traveling through the CCD chip. It

was found that shielding the carnera with 5 crn lead reduced scattered radiation fiom the

collimator, and resulted in a considerably lower spurious event rate.

It has been shown that video cameras and frame grabbers require a long warm-up

time to stabilize reference voltages after being switched on9. During this warm-up period

the video black level changes, resulting in higher temporal noise in real time video

imaging. Therefore the measurernents taken with the prototype system described in this

work were made after 5 hour warm-up period.

3.3.2 Pulsation artifacts

Figure 3-2 shows a single frame open field image acquired with a SIT camera

using aKD-Zlinac operated in the 23 MV X-ray mode at a dose rate of 50 cGy/min. This

low dose rate was selected to obtain a pulsation rate of about 30 Hz, producing a single

radiation pulse for each video frame. The horizontal banding arlifact due to the pulsation
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Figure 3-2. An open field portal image acquired with a SIT camera using a KD-2 linac

operated in the 23 MV X-ray mode at a dose rate of 50 cGy/min. The horizontal banding

artifact and the interline artifactdue to linac pulsation are clearly visible in this image.
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is clearly visible in this image. The vertical intensity profiles I(y) at the center of the

image for individual fields are shown in Fig. 3-3a and for the full field in Fig. 3-3b. It

can be seen that a burst of light due to the radiation pulse was incident on the camera

when the electron beam had scanned about one third of field 1 so that the pixel intensity

is higher in the lower part of the image. The intensity of the pixels that were read out at a

later time is higher due to the higher charge accumulated in these lower pixels. The

severity of the interlace artifact (zig-zag variation of the intensity along vertical direction)

can be seen in Fig. 3-3b.

An intensity profile of a single field from an image obtained by averaging 256

frames is also shown in Fig. 3-3a for comparison, and the interlace altifact is seen to be

considerably reduced. It is also interesting to note the severity of the non-uniform

response of the SIT carnera across the target. Fig. 3-3a also shows that the intensity of

field 2 has dropped in the lower part of the field. This was believed to be due to the

readout of one field discharging some of the charge from the other field. It was also

found that the SIT camera has other irregularities in readout, for example, charge decay in

the target before the readout. This makes the SIT camera unsuitable for quantitative

imaging.

Figure 3-4 shows similar results for open field images acquired with a Newvicon

camela. The banding artifact and the interlace artifact can be seen in this case also, but

the effects are much smaller than for the SIT calnera. The explanation is probably due to

the longer lag in the Newvicon camera at the low light level encountered in portal

imaging. Note that the non-uniform response across the camera target is less severe in

the Newvicon than in the SIT camera.

Vertical intensity profiles of an image obtained with a frame transfer CCD camera

are shown in Fig. 3-5. As expected, the banding artifact is absent in this case. However,

a severe interlace artifact cm be seen in the intensity profile of the full frame as shorvn in

Fig. 3-5b.
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Figure 3-4. Vertical intensity profiles of a single fi'ame image acquiled with a Newvicon

camera at the 50 cGyimin dose rate. a) Profiles of each field displayed separately and a

single field profile obtained by averagin9256 frames. b) Profile of the complete frame.
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Figure 3-5. Vertical intensity profiles of an image acquired with a frame transfer CCD

camera. a) Profiles of each field and a profile of an image averaged over 256 frames.
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Vertical intensity profiles of an image obtained with the dual field capture CCD

camera are shown in Fig. 3-6. As expected, both artifacts are absent in this case. Note

the relatively uniform camera response over the whole field. This result clearly indicates

that this CCD camera is to be preferred over SIT and Nevwicon cameras for quantitative

portal imaging, due to the absence of pulsation artifacts and superior carnera uniformity.

The previous tests were performed at a low dose rate in order to investigate the

relationship behveen beam pulsation and camera readout, for which a single beam pulse

per video frame is convenient. However, in clinical practice higher dose rates are used,

and it is necessary to evaluate the noise due to pulsatiori artifacts under these conditions.

Figure 3-7a shows the vertical intensity profile I(y) of a single fi'arne image acquired

with the SIT carnera using the linac at 23 MY with the 300 cGy/min dose rate mode.

Tlre intensity profile lr,r(y) of a 512 ftame averaged image is also shown. The

corresponding normalized profile I"(y) for the full frame is shown in Fig. 3-7b. It is seen

that four X-ray pulses have been incident on the camera during this particular frame, and

pixel intensity changes up to 75o/o are present. Due to continuous changes in pulsation

frequency of the I<D-z linac, pulsation artifacts will be randomly distributed in the

consecutive video frames.

Figure 3-8 shows the histograms of the gray level values of the pixels comprising

the normalized profiles I.(V) from a single fiame, and 4- and 16-frame averaged irnages.

The distribution for the single case has a bimodal shape with a long tail towards the upper

end. When four or ntore fi'ames are averaged, the distribution becomes a single mode

distribution which resembles a Gaussian distlibution. This implies that for irnages

acquired by averaging lrore than four frames the noise due to the pulsation artifact will

appear to be, and can be characterized as a random noise.
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Figure 3-7. Vertical intensity profiles I(y) of a single frame open f,reld image acquired at

the dose rate of 300 cGy/min. a) Profiles of the complete frame arld a profile of an image

averaged over 5i2 frames. b) Normalized profile I"(y) obtained by dividing the single

frame profile by frame averaged profile. Pixel intensity changes up to l5Yo are apparent.
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Figure 3-8. Probability distribution of the normalized intensity profiles I"(y) for a single

frame image as well as 4- and 16 -frame averaged images obtained with a SIT carnera at

high dose rate.
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3.3.3 Measurement of random noise

In characterizing the performance of a VEPID, it is useful to measure the various

sources of random noise in the system, and compare their relative contributions to the

overall signal to noise ratio (SNR). The design of the system, and the selection of

operating parameters, can then be optimized to achieve maximal SNR. Pulsation artifacts

are not random, but their presence will affect any noise measureutents and give rise to

incorrect predictions of SNR, as well as the inappropriate selection of operating

parameters. Consequently an investigation was carried out to find whether, and under

what conditions, pulsation artifacts will affect the measurement of random noise in the

VEPID.

Random noise in real time video irnages can be characterized in either spatial or

temporal tenns. In the former case, the noise in a single pixel is estimated frorn the

variance over a region of interest (ROÐ containing many pixels. The ROI may be

rectangular, givingthe single-pixel noise variance estimate Xf , orit may be a section of

the horizontal line running through the pixel in question, giving the estimate ti.
Alternatively, the noise variance in a single pixel can be determined frorn its gray-level

variance over rnany sequential video frames, giving tlie noise variance estimate Xi. The

spatial rectangle ROI approach and the temporal approach are shown diagramatically in

Figs. 3-9a and 3-9b respectively. These three measures of noise differ in the way in

which the video signal is sampled, and will give different results since each will be

affected to a greater or lesser degree by the various types ofnoise preseft in the signal. A

comparison of the values of Xi (line ROI), Xl (rectangular ROI), and Xi (temporal

m.easurement) provides an opportunity to identify and quantify the most significant noise

sources in the imaging chain. Random noise from three sources (each of which is

characteúzed by a variance o"'¡ will contribute in a different way to the three measures of

noise, >i, >3, and Ef . These are quantum noise (o'f), electronic noise (o]), and noise

due to instability of the incident photon beam or the black level (o]). Pulsation artifacts
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Figure 3-9. a) Measurement of spatial noise. b) Measurement of temporal noise.
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affect the video signal by introducing variations in the vertical (y) scan direction, and

their presence will contribute to the measured value of I, but not to the value of I¡. This

contribution will be considered as though it is a random effect, which was shown to be a

reasonable approxirnation in section B above for the case of avelaging at least four'

frames. Similarly, noise due to instabilities will contribute to X, but not to the spatial

noise measures E, and X.. These contributions are summarized in Table 3-2, from which

the following relationship can be established:

El : xi + ol (3-t)

and Ii = Ii + ol, (3-2)

when the contribution from pulsation artifacts and instabilities are considered to be

random.

Measure of noise

Contribution tl

Line ROI

>'' xr

Rectangle ROI Temporal

Quantum (o'o)

Electronic (o.)

Pulsation (o'-)

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

110

yes

yes

yes

yesInstability (o".)

Table 3-2. Contributions from various sources to the noise measures X,, X' and E,.

Spatial noise in a small ROI (either horizorfal line or a rectangular) can be

obtained by measuring the valiance of the pixel intensity within the ROI, but it will

include a contribution due to intensity gradients across the ROI. This effect can be
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removed by subtracting a pair of identical images P, and P, and correcting for the

increase in the variance due to subtraction. Let

A(x, y,t) : R (x, y,t) - Pr(x,y,t)

where P(x,y,t) is a pixel value at spatial coordinates x, y and tirne (frame) t. Then the

measured rms noise Il in a rectangular ROI can be def,ined as

where X¡ and Y¡ are the dimensions (in pixels) of the ROI in the x and y directions.

Sirnilarly, the measured noise varianceXf in a holizontal line ROI (YN :1) can be defined

AS

Xru YN ,, l-x* v* It
_ II¡'Cx,y,t)-- _ IIIÀ(x,y,t) |

ç,2 _ I x=l y=t ^N 
rN fs=t y=¡ J-'-ã x*v*-1

xN , [-x* 12

_, äñr*,v,tl - tilà¡r*,v,tll
2 XN -1

The rneasured temporal noise variance ti of a single pixel in a

identical images can be defined as

rN I f r* It
IP'(*, y,t) - *l IPt*,y,r) I

ç,2 _ t=t rru l- r=t I
,t.l - t

(3-3)

t2ul (3-4)

sequential series of

(3-5)

where T* is the total number of frames (images) used. These noise measures were

determined for images that were acquired by averaging between 1 and 256 fi'ames. The

average of eight measurements was obtained in every case, and the standard deviation of

the eight measuremerlts was used for error bars.

It should be noted here that if any of these noise measures (say Ð-) represent a

Gaussian random noise, the measure for images obtained by averaging N frames will be
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(3-6)

where frame averaging is performed without truncationl0

3.3.4 Measurement of no¡se in the presence of pulsation artifacts

Open field irnages were acquired with a SIT carnera using the KD-2 linac

operated in the 23 MV rnode at a dose rate of 300 cGy/niin. Vertical intensity profiles

I(y) from the middle of these images were extracted by averaging 20 pixels horizontally :

x*

F

I(y) = alËn{*,r,r), y:61,.....420 (3-7)

An intensity profile Isrz(y) of a 5 72 frame average image at the same location is also used

to correct for the image gradient:

(3-8)

This was necessary to remove variations in the profile due to all factors except the

pulsation artifacts. The standard deviation o'., of i"(y) was taken as the contribution to

the normalized rms noise due to the pulsation artifacts for a pixel value of one gray level.

The effective contribution oo to the rms noise variance due to pulsation artifacts can then

obtained by multiplying ooby the average pixel value for a particular situation.

3.4 Results and discussion

Spatial noise measures I, and X, weLe measured using a SIT camera with a 23

MV photon beam. For comparison, the same data were used to calculate the contribution

to the measured noise due to the presence of pulsation artifacts. The results are shown in

Fig. 3-10 as a function of N, the number of frames averaged when acquiring each image.

Figure 3-l0a shows that X, decreases with N according to Eq. (3-6), and is well

represented by a lineal fit (on loglog axes) to a line with slope-0.5. While *o^ is smaller

than * X, for N > 4, there is large increase in the measured value of the noise due to the

presence of pulsation artifacts when less than four frames are averaged. This is expected
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since the distribution of pulsation artifact is not Gaussian when N < 4 as shown in Fig. 3-

8. Figure 3-10b shows the comparison of Ð, (data points) with the value obtained by

adding Ð, to o'o in quadrature (solid line). These two results are almost identical for N >

4, indicating the validity of Eq. (3-1), and suggest that the contribution to the rneasured

noise due to the presence ofpulsation artifacts can be considered as a random noise for N

>4.

Figure 3-11 shows the change in the two spatial noise measures I, and X, as well

as the temporal measure E, when frames are averaged witli a SIT camera using the linac

at23 MY with the 300 cGy/min dose rate mode. The straight line is a linear fit to the

X, data with a slope of -0.5 according to Eq. (3-6), and demonstrates that the I, data

behave as a pure random noise. The increased values of X, are due to the pulsation

artifacts. The temporal noise X, is always higher than both spatial noise rneasures in this

case since the linac output is not constant. The excursions in X, larger than error bars are

due to systematic changes in the linac output.

Figure 3-llb shows a similar comparison of the changes in Ð,., X, and Ð, for the

SIT camera when a 60Co beam is used. A 20x20 crn field without a phantom was used

for tlrese measureûtents and the dose rate was 120 cGy/min. AII tluee noise measures are

identical in this case, since the output of the X-ray source is constant and thelefore is

statistically stationary over the time scale involved.

3.5 Conclusions

The nature of pulsation artifacts in certain types of video-based electronic portal

imaging systems have been investigated. Two types of vacuum tube video cameras were

evaluated (SIT and Newvicon), as well as two types of CCD camera (frame transfer and

dual field capture). Pulsation artifacts were demonstrated at low radiation pulse rates,

and it was shown that their relative magnitude decreased with increasing number of video

frames averaged to form the final image. The dual field capture CCD camera does not
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exhibit pulsation artifacts due to the independence of signal acquisition and read-out, and

therefore is the ideal camera for real-time portal irnaging. A novel method was developed

for the quantification of various contributions to the system noise, r,rsing noise measures

based on line, area, and temporal signal acquisition. Measurernents frorn a line give the

level of quantum and electronic noise, while measurements from an area are higher due to

the effect of pulsation artifacts. Temporal noise measurements give even higher values

due to instabilities in the radiation source. Using a SIT camera and a pulsed linear

accelerator at 300 cGy/min, it was found that the effect of pulsation artifacts can be

expressed as a randorn contribution to the overall system noise for frame averaging with

four or more frames. All noise measures were identical when a cobalt radiation source

was used due to the absence of pulsation artifacts.
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Chapter 4

Quantization noise

4.1 lntroduction

Random noise in real-time portal imaging comprises quantum noise, due to the

counting statistics of the input X-ray flux, the conversion of X-rays to light quanta, and

the formation of a signal in the video camera, electronic noise which arises in the camera

and the rest of the electronics, and quantization n.oise. This chapter, the contents of

which are published in parts elsewherel, is concerned with the effects of quantization

noise.

Discrete representation of analog signals is necessary when digital transmission or

processing is carried out on analog signals. Conversion of an analog signal to digital data

occurs both in spatial coordinates (sampling) and in amplitude (quantization). Both of

these processes can reduce the image quality as quantified by spatial resolution and noise,

respectively. Coarse sampling degrades resolution directly and noise characteristics

indirectly due to aliasing. Coarse amplitude quantization degrades the image by the

addition of quantization noise.

All digital imaging systems use A./D converters which give integer output values

obtained by rounding off real numbers. The quantization noise introduced by the A/D

conversion is the amplitude quantization described widely in the literature2-4. Ho*euer,

there are other points in the imaging chain which involve some type of amplitude

quantization. For example, real-time video based portal irnaging systems perform video

frame averaging in order to reduce the noise. It has been pointed out4 that frame

averaging should be carried out with a computing device having adequate precision in

order to reduce the effect of the quantization noise of the input A/D. However, if the

averaging is performed with integer arithmetic as in the case of frame buffer and
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arithmetic logic unit (ALU) used in the prototype portal imaging system, information will

be lost due to data truncation. This is an effective amplitude quantization which

introduces quantization noise.

Consequently, there are two points in the portal imaging chain where quantization

noise is introduced. The first is at the input A/D where the input video signal is quantized

by rounding off input signal values. The contribution to the total noise from this process

is usually negligible (two orders of magnitude lower) compared to the noise variance

(- 10 gray levels) in the analog video signal itself. The second point where quantization

noise is added to the images is when frame averaging is performed using integer

arithmetic, r'esulting in a truncation of real numbers to integers. In this chapter it is

shown that the quantization noise due to truncation in digital frame averaging is more

significant than the quantization noise due to round off errors in the input A/D.

4.2 Theoretical cons¡derations

4.2.1 Quantization noise

Amplitude quantization is a non-linear transformation which rnaps the domain of

continuous-arnplitude inputs onto a finite number 2n possible output values which are

generally n-bit binary words (integers) where n is the number of bits used in the

quantization process. These binary words are then used for digital transmission,

processing and storage.

The simplest and most commonly used quantizer is the zero memory quantizer

which determines the output value only from the conesponding analog input value. More

complicated quantizers in which the output value also depends on other input values,

such as block quantizers and sequential quantizers, are less commonly used. Zero-

memory quantizers can have quantization steps which are either equal or unequal in size.

Only the zero-memory uniforrn quantizer in which quantization steps are equal in size

and denoted by A is considered here.
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The amplitude quantization of a stationary, random, analog input signal x to the

digital integer+ value s(x) can be treated as an additive noise operation2,3:

s(x)=y.x+q (4-1)

where y is a constant and q, called the quantization error, is an additive noise which

depends on the input signal. Quantization introduces an instrumental uncertainty which

is stochastic in nature. If the input probability density distribution is assumed to be

constant within a quantization bin A, it can be shown2-4 that the mean square value o'n of

the quantization error q is

oi L2

t2
(4-2)

If the rms noise of the input analog signal is o* and the nns noise of the quantized output

is oo, we have

o3 = oi +ciÍ (4-3)

Barnes4 has quoted the work of R. A. Sones which shows that the noise in the digitized

signal in fact behaves as given by Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) to a high degree of precision when

A < 1.66o" irespective of the signal value.

4.2.2 The effect of frame averaging

It has been claimed6 that for a n-bit A/D where the bin with is equal to the rms

noise in the analog signal, "the very best SNR of any system will be JtZ "2n irrespective

of frame averaging". This corresponds to 886.8 for a 8-bit A/D. In the following

+ Variables which have integer values after digitization are written in bold fype.
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sections it is demonstrated by theoretical reasoning and experimental measurement that

this statement is not true.

Consider the digitization of an analog signal x having a Gaussian nls noise o.

with an 8-bit A/D converler such that A = 1.66o.. Averaging N such signals using

floating point arithmetic will yield a final signal Sou" with rms noise ouu.:

sou. = frÈrr-,1 (4-4)

(4-s)

(4-6)

onu"

and the signal-to-noise ratio SNR is given

sNRuu" - 
Snu" 

-
onu.

t1
JN"JN

by

N

)s(x;)
j=lffi

Note that the signal is averaged after the input A/D conversiou. Considering the example

A : 1 and N : 256, the maximum digitized output is 255 and the maximum SNR is 6130,

which is much larger than 886.8. This result shows that with fi'ame averaging according

to Eq. (4-4) one can achieve a high value of SNR even with an 8-bit AID converter.

4.2.3 The effect of integer arithmetic

Image processing systems capable of digital frame averaging usually make use of

integer arithmetic. Consecutive frames are accumulated in a frame buffer using an ALU

and the frame averaged image is then obtained by performing a (bit) shift-right operation.

For exampie, in a system consisting of a 16-bit ALU and a 16-bit frame buffer with an 8-

bit A/D, a maximum of 256 p8¡ frames can be added in the frame buffer and the

')+o;
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averaged image is obtained by dividing the accumulated signal by 2t (performing 8 shift-

right operations). This is essentially an averaging process followed by a truncation.

Since truncation is essentially an amplitude quantization process, a developrnent

analogous to section 4.2.1 for the increase in output noise can be used.

The truncated signal after integer frame averaging can be given as

S,run":Snu.*g Ø-7)

Then the rms noise o,*n. in the averaged and truncated (digitally averaged) signal S,,,,,,.

will be given by:

From Eq. (a-8) it is seen that o,,.,,,. is always higher than o'.' no matter how many frames

are averaged. The 886.8 limit for SNR with an 8-bit A/D would be applicable to this

situation.

However, if one opts to use digital fi'ame addition instead of digital fi'ame

averaging, the quantization noise due to truncation can be avoided. In such a case the

accumulated signal S^oo will be

)')',Oi.,n"=o;ve+o;

N

S,¿¿ = f s(x¡)
j=l

(o'l +ol) ,

Nq
(4-8)

(4-e)

with rms noise

+ oi)oadd = JÑ.oo =
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and the signal-to-noise ratio will be equal to SNR-"" as given in Eq. (4-6). Consequently

the use of frame addition instead of frame averaging in real-tirne video based imaging

systems can be used to overcome quantization noise due to truncation introduced by

integer arithmetic.

4.3 Experimental methods

The prototype portal imaging system used was described in Chapter 3. Only two

types of video cameras were investigated: a SIT (Silicon Intensified Target), and a

Newvicon camera. The PC- 386 equipped with the IT-150 image processor containing

an 8-bit A/D was used for image acquisition. This system has a 16-bit ALU unit capable

of adding up to 256 8-bit images in real time into a 16-bit frame buffer. A 6 MV X-ray

beam at a dose rate of 300 cGyimin at isocerfer was used to acquire the images fiom

wlrich noise was measured. Water phantoms 15,25, and 35 cm tliick were used to

simulate X-ray intensities corresponding to head and neck, anteriol pelvic, and lateral

pelvic fields respectively. The detector was located 140 cm fiom the X-ray source.

A sequence of N (l<N <256) 8-bit images can be averaged in a 16-bit frame

buffer by adding the required number of fi'ames in the frame buffer mernory and then

truncating all but the higher 8 bits. Routine clinical irnages are usually acquired with a 2

second exposure by averaging 64 frames. Subsequent image plocessing is performed on

the truncated 8-bit clinical images.

Spatial noise in the portal images was determined by measuring the variance of

the pixel intensities within a small (20x20) region of interest (ROI) according to Eq. (3-

3). This noise measure was obtained for images that were acquired by adding between I

and256 fi'ames.

One should measure the noise in the signal before and after the quantization in

order to quantify the effect of quantization noise. This was done for the second

quantization by using the computer to obtain the average image. The variance of the
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signal at the input to the truncating quantizer was obtained by using double precision

floating point numbers to calculate the image average. The variance of the output signal

after the truncating quantizer was obtained by using integer arithrnetic which produces

the same effect as truncation by the frame buffer.

Images of the Las Vegas contrast-detail phantortT *"r. also acquired. This

phantom is constructed from commercial grade aluminium and has holes with diameters

7,2,4,7,10,and 15 mm and depths of 0.51, 1.0, 2.0,3.2, and 4.8 mm' With a 6 MV X-

ray beam, these thicknesses result in primary subject contrasts of 0.69, 1.36, 2.72, 4.36,

and 6.54 o/o respectively. The calculation of these contrast values is described in Ref. l.

Two 16 - bit irnages of the phantom were acquired by digitally adding 256

frames (- 40 cGy) with a 6 MV beam at the dose rate of 300 cGy/rnin using Newvicon

camera. One image was acquired using maximum input windowing so that only the

range of video signal corresponding to the useful iuformation was digitized into 256 gray

levels. This corresponds to 0.5-0.7 V frorn a total video signal of 0.7 V and is refened to

as fine input quantization. The other image was acquired with no input windowing, so

that the full video signal of 0.0-0.7 V was digitized into 256 glay levels. This is referred

to as coarse input quantization. Open field irnages were similally acquired with a

phantom containing no holes. 8-bit truncated versions of these images were obtained by

dividing the images by 256 using integer arithmetic. This simulates the truncation that

occur in the frame buffers when digital averaging is perforrned. These four phantom

images were then corrected with coresponding open field irnages by division and the

resultant images were windowed to show the maximum details within 8-bits.

4.4 Results and discussion

With the addition of sequential frames into a frame buffer, noise in the frame

averaged images oou" is reduced in proportion to the square root of the number of frames

according to Eq. (4-5). Figure 4-i is a plot of o.u" as frames are added together for the
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Figure 4-1. Reduction in rms noise in flat field images acquired with a SIT and

Newvicon camera when frames are averaged. The horizontal dotted line indicates the

level below which the quantization noise due to truncation becomes significant.
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system using a SiT and a Newvicon camera and for the three different phantorn

thicknesses. Dafa have been fitted to a line with a slope of -0.5 as expected from Eq. (4-

5). The dashed line indicates the level below which the quantization noise becomes

signif,rcant. The SIT camera was operated at very low gain and KV values for these

measurements since the light output from the phosphor screen was close to the saturation

light level of the camera. As the irnage noise decreases, it reaches the point whele

quantization noise due to truncation starts to become si.qnificant. This occltl's aL L28

fi'ames with the SIT camera.

The lower noise level in Newvicon images is due to the liigher quantum efficiency

and the longer (photo-conductive) lag in the Newvicon camera. The quantization noise

due to truncation starts to becorne significarf when averaging 16, 30, and 50 fi'alnes for

15,25, and 35 cm phantoms respectively for this carnera. Any phantom imaged witli the

Newvicon camera by averaging more than a 64 fi'ames (2 seconcl exposure) contains a

significant amount of quantization noise.

Figure 4-2 shows the increase in SNR as frames averaged with the Newvicon

camera using 15 cm phantom. SNR values for same images, before and after irnage

truncation is shown in the figure for comparison. It is seen fi'om this figure that an SNR

higher than 886.8 is obtained with the system with proper averaging (or digital addition)

even though an 8-bit input A/D is used. Clearly, the systern SNR is not always

determined by the number of bits used in the input A/D converter, but dependent on the

random nature of the quantization noise added to the signal at the input A/D.

Images of the Las Vegas phantom which show the difference between a digitally

added image with 16-bit processing and the digitally averaged (truncated) image with S-

bit processing are shown in Figure 4-3. The image in Fig. 4-3a was obtained with full

16-bit processing of the input windowed (fine quantization) irnage. Fig. 4-3b shows the

comesponding image with 8-bit processing on the truncated 8-bit image. All the contrast

detail objects in the phantom are visible in Fig. 4-3a, but the 1 mrn object is visible only
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Figure 4-2. Comparison of the change in SNR before and after image truncation for 15

cm water phantom images when frames are avelaged. A true SNR better than 886.8 is

achieved in this system even with an 8-bit input A/D by frame addition.
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Figure 4-3, Images of the Las Vegas contrast-detail phantom showing the difference

between digital frame addition with 16-bit processing and the digital frame averaging

with 8-bit processing. a) 16-bit processing on digitally added image (with input

windowing). b) S-bit processing on digitally averaged image (with input windowing). c)

16-bit processing on digitally added image (no input windowing). d) 8-bit processing on

digitally averaged image (no input windowing). See text for details.
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at the 6.54% contrast level in Fig. 4-3b. The 2 mm object is also not visible at the 0.69%

contrast level in Fig. 4-3b. This shows that digital frame addition together with 16-bit

processing gives superior performance compared with digital frame averaging witli 8-bit

processing, even in this optimum case. Figs. 4-3c and 4-3d show a similar comparison

for the worst case without input windowing (coarse quantization). All the objects, except

for the I mm hole at the lowest two contrasts, are visible in Fig. 4-3c where l6-bit

processing is used. Most of the objects are not visible in Fig. 4-3d due to the truncation.

The visible contouring artifact due to truncation is also seen in Fig. 4-3d. The input

windowing hampers the performance of quantitative measurements unless extensive

calibrations are used. Therefore the dramatic difference between the two images in Figs.

4-3c and 4-3d clearly indicates that digital frame addition with 16-bit processing must be

used for quantitative portal imaging.

4.5 Conclusions

An investigation has been carried out to identify and quantify the quantization

noise sources in video based portal imaging. It has been found that the quantization noise

due to integer averaging imposes a more serious problem than the quantization noise due

to the input A/D for digital imaging systems capable of irnage averaging. It has also been

shown that a SNR higher than 886.8 can be achieved with an 8-bit analog-to-digital

convefter (A/D) by using digital frame addition instead of frame averaging. Noise in any

verification portal image acquired with a Newvicon camera by averaging more than 64

frames is found to be dominated by the quantization noise due to truncation. The full

utilization of the improvement in SNR by frame averaging in verification portal images

can only be achieved by using all the available bits (16 instead of 8 in our case) for all

image processing and storing, and truncating irnages only for the purpose of display.

Unfortunately, this imposes an increased computational burden on the imaging hardware.
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Chapter 5

Random noise

5.1 lntroduction

Random or spatially unstructured noise in real-time video based portal imaging

systems includes quantum noise, due to the counting statistics of the input X-ray flux, the

conversion of X-rays to light quanta, and the formation of a signal in the video carnera,

electronic noise which arises in the camera and the rest of the electronics, and

quantization noise wliich is due to rounding off and truncation errors in the A/D

conversion and digital frame averaging.

It was shown in Chapter 4 that the quantization noise from the 8-bit A/D is

negligible when digitization is performed at video rates, and the second quantization can

be avoided by digital frame addition instead of digital frame avelaging. The remaining

two parts of the random noise are considered in this Chapter. It was shown in Chapter 3

that the best camera for real-time continuous irnaging with linacs is the dual field CCD

caffrera, and therefore the focus of this chapter is mainly concentrated on the random

noise in the CCD camera.

Near real-time imaging is adequate for some applications in radiotherapy

verif,tcation using portal imaging. Consequently all the video based portal irnaging

systems, including the three which are available commercially, employ two signal

averaging techniques to reduce random image noise. They are integration of the image

on the camera target, and summation of sequential images in a digital memory, both of

which reduce the time resolution.

One commercial system (Infimed Inc., Liverpool, NY) is based on the prototype

portal imager designed by Munro et. a1.1. It uses a Plumbicon camera and custom

electronics to integrate the image on the carnera target. Target integration is necessary
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for this system since the camera noise is significant at the light levels encountered in

portal irnaging. Only preliminary results have been publislied2 on the advantages of

target integration for this device, and no quarititative cornparison has been made between

target integration and frame averagíng.

Another commercial system (Philips Medical Systems, Shelton, CT) is based on

the prototype developed by Visser et aI.3, and uses a Charge Coupled Device (CCD)

video calnera with a slow readout. Although this system is also capable of integrating

frames on the CCD target for extended periods, the relative advantages of target

integration and fi'ame averaging have not been reported.

The BEAMVIEWPLUS portal imager (Siemens Medical Systems, Concord, CA) is

based on an earlier prototype system developed by Shalev et. al.4. A silicon intensified

target (SIT) carnera was used in the original design, and up to 256 r,ideo frames could be

added in a frame buffer and subsequently truncated to 8-bits for display, processing, and

storage. The current version of the system uses a Newvicon cautera.

Wong et. al. have also developed a prototype video based system usiug a

Newvicon camera5,6. The original design incorporated fibre optic coupling, while a later

version uses mirror coupling and a cooled CCD carnera capable of target integrationT.

Althougli good quality images have been produced by this system, no results have been

reported on the advantages oftarget integration.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the random noise in the real-time portal

imaging system using a custom designed carrera based on a dual fìeld capture CCD.

Random noise in portal images acquired with SIT and Newvicon cameras is also

measured for comparison. A simple model developed to predict the fi'equency dependent

noise propagation through the imaging system to estimate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

of a single pixel is also reported. Furthermore, the advantages of Peltier cooling the CCD

to further reduce the random noise is also investigated. A quantitative investigation was

also carried out to identify relative advantages of target integration over sumûration of
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sequential images in a computer frame buffer in order to reduce random noise, when near

real-time imaging is performed using the custom designed CCD camera. Although the

results of this study are only applicable to the imaging hardware under the investigation,

the experimental tecliniques and the noise rnodel used can be applied to study other video

based systems.

5.2 Theory

5.2.1 Propagation of quantum no¡se

Radcliffe et. al. have presented an analysis of quantum noise in on-line video

based portal irnaging systemsS. Here the analysis is extended by taking into accourlt the

Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of the metal/phosphor screen using the model

developed by Rabbani et a1.9. A nomenclature somewhat sirnilar to that of Ref. (8) is

followed, but additional steps are included so that the effects of transfer functions at

different stages in the imaging chain can be included. it should be noted here that the

rnodel is developed to predict the single pixel signal-to-noise latio (SNR) of open field

portal images (ie. zero frequency signal), which is defined as the ratio of the average

value of region-of-interest (ROI) to the rms deviation in the pixels within the ROl. Since

the open field images contain only the zero frequency informatiou, the affects of the

transfer functions are not applied to the signal propagation.

Let Ñ- be the average number of X-ray photons per pixel per fi'ame incident on

the screen, and p.be the probability of interaction of those X-r'ays with the screen. Let

Ño b. the average number of optical photons produced per interacting X-ray photon with

avariance of oi. The generation of these optical photons involves a cornplicated cascade

process where secondary electrons are generated and scattered. Here a simple model is

considered where each interacting X-ray photon generates some nulnber of secondary

electrons which are then scattered with a scattering transfer function [(u,v) and result in

the generation of Ño optical photons along the length of their tracks. Hele u,v are the
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two spatial frequencies in lp/pixel coresponding to orthogonal spatial coordinates. These

optical photons are then scattered with a transfer function l(u,v) and either absorbed or

escape the screen with a probability of ( . If Ñt is the average nurnber of optical photons

created in the screen per pixel per fi'ame with a variance of oi having a noise power

spectrum NPS'(u,v), we have

ñ, = ño .p* .ñ*

and it can be shown9 that

(5-t )

pp (5-4)- ':'lc rL 

| 4F2 (l + m)t

where 11" is the quantum efficiency of the carnera, I is the transmittance of the lens, F is

the F/stop of the lens and m is the optical magnificationS. Let Ño be the average number

of optical photons per pixel per frame detected by the video carrera, then the detected

signal is

NPS'(u,v) = ((ñr)'p-ñ. + p.ñ.oi - p-ñ.Ño)lr,(u,u)l' + p.Ñ- Ño

(s-2)

where I(u,v) = I(u,v).1(u,v) (s-3)

is the screen modulation transfer fuirction (MTF). Note that the third term in Eq. (5-2) is

always srnaller than the sum of the first two terms. This expression is equivalent to that

given by Rabbani et. al.9 for screen-fihn radiography. Let p' be tl-re plobability that an

optical photon created in the phosphor screen will be detected by the video canera;

m'I_t
I + m)'l
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ñD = pp .ño .p. .ñ- (5-s)

with a noise power spectrum

Npsd = looo. 
ñ. ño * (pip. ñ- (ño )' + pip- ñ-oi - pip- ñ- ño )8, f ",ul'] .

(5-6)

This noise spectrum is affected by the transfer function of the anti-aliasing fìlter in the

frarne grabber lqrtu)1, giving the noise spectrum in the digitized signal

NPSD

of,

NpsD = [n,,R. 
ñ- ñu 11,.1u¡l' * (p'rp- ñ" (ño )' + pip- ñ-oi - p;p. ñ. ñ, )lt t u, u )l'I

under the assumption lf,(u,vll.lq,f "il= lq1u,v)1. The noise variance

pixel is then given by the volume under the uoise power spectruml0,

)o';

A Monte Carlo studyS has

o'l = 0.S(Ño)t. So the noise variance

shown that o''?' =(Ño)2, but a better

for a single pixel becomes:

(s-8)

a single

= looo.ñ^ñol1,1u)l' 
*(pip.ñ.(ño)' + pf p.ñ"o3 - pip.ñ.ñ,)lI1u,v;l'1r,,.1,;l']

(s-7)

= 
Ï,1'Ï."io"{8,,",t' 

* 
[0,ñ, 

. H - o, 
)tr',",,' ]l

oi of

0.5 0.5

"'" = jau jaufn,,n-ñ"ñn'lç(r)'*(pip"ñ.(ño)'+ p'op.ñ^oi - p',p"ñ.ñ'h(u,u)l']
-0.5 -0.5

(5-e)

# T. Radcliffe, personal communication
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K = Jaulr,lu¡l'
.0.5

and
0.5 0.5
lltt2

1ç= JduJdvl\(u,v)l
0.5 -0.5

Writing the SNR per pixel per frame as

SNRD = 
No,
oD

f t rì
o'o = No{r + k(t.8poNo - po)}

05

SNR' =

we obtain:

(s- r 0)

(5-11)

(s- 12)

(s-r3)

(s-14)

The third term in Eq. (5-10) was neglected in aniving the above expression for SNR,

since it is about four orders of magnitude smaller than the second term.

So far it has been assumed that there was no phantom in the path of the X-ray

beam. However, if the X-ray interisity is reduced by a factor e due to the presence of a

phantorn, we then have

SNR' = -
Je'N¡ (s- 1 s)

If the frequency dependence of the noise propagation is not included as done in Ref 8, the

SNR will be

rc+1.8'lç.pn

K+1.8'k.pp
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1+1.8.p0.Ño
SNR' = (5- r 6)

Equations (5-15) and (5-16) can be used to calculate SNR for irnages acquiled

with cameras in which camera noise in negligible, such as SIT camera.

5.2.2 The effect of CCD camera no¡se

Let Ño be the average number of thermally generated dark current electrons in

each pixel per video frame with a variance oi. tne target integration time n, is usefully

expressed in units of frame readout time (1/30 s), and then the signal in the CCD after the

integration will be n,(Ño +Ño) with a variance of n,(o'o *"'o). Signal readout

introduces a readout noise per readout with a variance ol. The signal is then arnplified

and digitized, and conesponding pixels from n,. sequential fì'ames can be aclded in a

fi'ame buffel to generate the output pixel value Ñ" given by:

Ño=trgn,(Ño+Ño) (5-17)

where g is the gain (electrons to gray level conversion factor) of the readout process.

The variance in the output pixel value will then be

o3 = n,g'i",("i *oi )+ oi] + n,o'l (5- 1 8)

where oi is the variance of the quantization noise added by the analog-to-digital

converter (A/D). However, if the A/D has sufficient number of bits one can neglect the

quantization noise, in which case

o.3 = trg'In,(o'i * oi ) * "i J
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If a test is carried out without exposing the CCD to light and integrating n, fiarnes on the

CCD, the output noise will be given by

ol = g'fn,oi *"i]. (s-20)

In a plot of o'] vs n,, the ratio of the slope to the intercept will yield the ratio of the dark

current random noise variance o'i to the readout noise variance oi. The dark current

noise can be reduced to a negligible level by sufficiently cooling the CCD. Then Eq. (5-

19) reduces to

ol :n,Btln,oi +o'f]. (s-2r)

In a plot of o'] vs n, for the cooled CCD using only target integration without frame

addition (nr :1), the slope to the intercept will give the ratio of oi / ol. On tlie other

hand, for a similar test canied out using only frarne addition without fì'arne integration

(n, : 1), a plot of o"l vs n, will yield a straight line through the origin with a higher slope

than in the previous case due to the contribution from readout noise.

One can also make sure that Ñu = 0 by using a suitable black level setting. Under'

these conditions the output pixel value will be

Ño = nrgn, Ño, (s-22)

and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for combined target integration and û'ame averaging

for the cooled CCD will be:

. '>t 2

I + o;/lr,oD
.SNRD'ñ"

SNR" =
oo
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If one selects n, suchthat oi <<t'r,of,, ie., readout noise is much smaller than quantum

noise, tlie SNR of the output will be

SNR" = J'* *: Jn"\ .SNRD. (s-24)

Equation (5-24) can be interpreted to mean that both n, and n, influence SNR in

same way as long as of << u,of,, quantization noise due to the A/D is negligible, aud

CCD target is not saturated.

5.2.3 The effect of camera no¡se in the Newvicon camera

The Newvicon is a vidicon type camera. The electronic noise added by the

amplifier is significant in the images acquired with vidicon type cam.rasl 1, and therefol'e

camera noise must be taken into account in calculating SNR. Let ol Ue the noise

variance in the electronic noise added by arnplifier with a zero lnean value. Then the

variance in the output pixel value of an irnage acquired by addition of n,. sequential

frames will be given by

o'3 =t,g'loi+"l]. (s-2s)

The conespondirig SNR of the output will be

SNR. = .SNRD. 6-26)

the

the
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5.3 Materials and methods

The prototype portal imaging system used was described in Chapter 3. Three

types of video cameras were investigated for random noise: a SIT (Silicon Intensified

Target), a Newvicon, and a custom designed dual field capture (DF) CCD camera*. A

KD-28* linear accelerator operated in the 23 MV X-ray mode at a dose rate of 300

cGy/min was used to image a 15 cm water phantom. A 20x20 cur2 held size was used to

acquire open f,reld images from which the ranclom noise is measured.

Random noise in real time video images can be characterized in either spatial or

temporal terms (see Chapter 4). In this study only the spatial noise estirnated frorn the

variance over a region of interest (ROI) containing many pixels is used. A section of a

horizontal line ruruing through the pixel in question was used, giving the estirnate Xi.

The SNR was estimated by taking the ratio of maximum signal to I,.

Experiments on cooling and target integration were performed using the CCD

camera. The CCD can be Peltier cooled to 0o C, and the camera is capable of integrating

up to 99 video frame readout periods on the CCD. Readout is in the RS-l70 video mode.

Experimental measurements to find the effect of cooling on dark current random

noise were performed without exposing the CCD to liglit. Dark cunent images were

obtained by integrating fi'arnes on the CCD target with and without coolirig. The spatial

random noise variance Ii using a rectangular ROI was calculated using tlie method

described in Chapter 4, and the SNR was estimated by taking the ratio of maximurn

signal to 8..

For the comparison of target integration and frame averaging, one should perform

the experiments using a stable X-ray source so that exposure can be properly controlled.

This was not possible with the Linacs used in our institution, and the 60Co unit was taken

out of commission due to its age. Therefore these experiments wele carried out using a

**Paultek 
Imaging, Grass Valley, CA

Siemens Medical Systems Inc. Concord, California.
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light box. Although the light box operates at the 60 Hz line frequency, there are no

pulsation artifacts since the CCD carnera timing is synchlonized with the line fr.equency.

Furthermore, the light box contains an incandescent bulb producing liglit with

exponential decay constant of 156 ms. The stability of the light box was also rnonitored

for two hour period, and the rms changes were only 0.17yo.

Initial experiments were performed using the experirnental portal irnaging system

with the CCD carnera to estimate the required camera gain for real-time portal irnaging.

For these tests a 15 cm water phantom was imaged with a 300 cGy/min 23 MV X-r.ay

beam to simulate clinical conditions. Two different camera gains were fbund to be

necessary, corresponding to two different metal/phosphor screens. One setting

corresponded to the use of a custom screen consisting of a 500 mg/cm2 Gd2O2S:Tb (P-

43) phosphor layer on a 2.25 mm copper plate ("thick screen"). The second setting

corresponded to the 150 mglcrnz screen used in the BEAMVIEWPLUS portal imaging

system ("thin screen").

The light level on the CCD for the experiments was controlled by properly closing

the F/stop until the camera is producing the full video signal (0.7 V) in real-tirne with the

corresponding camera gain. Flat field irnages were obtained by integrating fiames on the

CCD target, or addition of frames on the frame buffer, or by usirrg both. All the

experiments with light were carried out by cooling the CCD. The randor-n noise and the

SNR were measured as described above usi'g a recta.gula'Ror.

5.4 Results and discussion

5.4.1 Single pixel SNR for a s¡ngle frame

Figure 5-1 shows a plot of lq¡u,O¡lt and lq,(u)l'. The rransfer function of the

screen is the "thick screen" MTF obtained by Wowkl2, and the estimate for transfer

function of the anti-aliasing filter was obtained fiom the manufacturer. It ca¡ be seen that

the assumption l[(u,u)l lTi(u)l=lq1u,v)l used in aniving Eq. (5-8) is welt justified.
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lntegration of these functions as shown in Eqs. (5-11) and (5-12) yield values of r = 0.5

and k :0.046 for the CCD camera.

Table 5-1 shows the SNR¡ values calculated using Eq. (5-15). The values of

Ñ* =1.2x106 (for a I mr¡P pixel) p*:0.046, Ño =72240, for the ,,thick screerl,, were

obtained in a Monte Carlo study of video based porlal imaging systemsS. The value of e

is taken as 0.78 to acconlmodate the decrease in Ñ* clue to the attenuation in a 15 cm

water phantom. Other parameters used are also given in Table 5-1. The SIT and

Newvicon cameras are of I " format and the CCD camera is of 2/3" format. A g0%

quantum effrciency for the Newvicon camera is used for the calculation even though

"nearly equal to l " quantum efÍiciency and quantum yielcl of higher tha¡ I are clairnedl3.

A 10% quantum effrciency was assumed for the S-20 photocathocle used in the SIT

caülera at 550 nttt14. The quantum efficiency of the CCD calnera was taken as 50%. The

effects of camera noise is not included in these calculations, so the values corresponcl to

the maximum possible SNR' under the stipulated conditions.

Camera dx dy
(rnm) (rnni)

pD J*\ SNRD
Eq.

(5-1 5)

SNRD
Eq.

(s- l 6)
SIT
Newvicon
CCD

0.86 0.68
0.83 0.65
0.s7 0.57

3.9x1
4.0x10-5
1.4x10-s

0.1

0.9
0.5

0.s
0.5
0.5

0.08
0.073
0.046

81

192
110

60
t78
84

48
73

50

Table 5-1. Predicted SNR' fi'orn Eq. (5-15) and (5-16). See rext for derails.

The calculations show that the Newvicon cam.era has the highest SNRD, while the

SIT camera has the lowest. Even with it's small target size, the CCD camera performs
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better than SIT, since the difference in target size is more than compensated by the

diffelence in quanturn efficiency. The last column shows the SNR' values calculated

according to Eq. (5-16), where the fi'equency dependence of the noise propagation is not

taken into account, ie k = 1 and rc = l. Therefore these values correspond to the zero

frequency SNRD. The transfer function of the screen and the anti-aliasing filter makes

the magnitude of the noise at higher frequencies to be lower, leading to the higlier SNRD

calculated for srnall pixels. There are significant differences between the SNRD

calculated using the two equations for the Newvicon and CCD camera u,hile the

difference is much smaller for the SiT camera. This is due to the fact that the noise in the

SIT camera is dominated by the optical photon noìse8, so the changes in X-ray and non-

poisson noise have less effect on the SNR.

5.4.2 Effects of Peltier cool¡ng the CGD

Figure 5-2a shows the increase in the random noise variance ol iri the dark

cur¡ent irnages as frames are added on the uncooled CCD. The stlaight line is a fit to the

data according to Eq. (5-20). The fit indicates that the variance of the dark current noise

oi is eíVo of the variance of the readout noise. Figure 5-2b shows similar results for the

cooled CCD. Once again the straight line is a fit to the data accolding to Eq. (5-20), and

indicates that oi is only 5%o of the readout noise variance of . These results sliow that

cooling the CCD reduced oí by a factor of 13.2 so that it can be neglected when

corrpared to oi.

5.4.3 Frame averag¡ng vs. target integration

Figure 5-3a shows the change in the random noise variance ol for both target

integration alone (circles) and for frame addition alone (squares) for the light level

corresponding to the thick screen. A maximum of 7 frarnes were ilttegrated ir-r this case to

avoid CCD satulation. The straight line is a f,rt to the target integration data according to
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Figure 5-2. a) The increase in ol when dark culrent images are integrated on the

uncooled CCD. The straight line is a fit to the data according to Eq. (5-20). b) Similar

results when the CCD is cooled to 0o C.
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Eq (5-21) with n, = 1, which indicates that the photon noise variance o"i in a single frame

is245Yo of the readout noise variance ol. The dotted line is a fit to the frame addition

data according to Eq. (5-21) with n, = 1.

The Figure 5-3b shows the corresponding increase in the SNR values for the two

types of acquisition. The dotted line is a fit to the frame addition data and the curve line

is a fit to the targetintegration data according to Eq. (5-23). The ratio of ol/oi for these

fits was obtained from tl're target irfegration results in Fig 5-3a. The fit to the target

integration data indicates that the SNR' is 112, and the frame avera-qing degrades the

SNR by about 16%o d:ue to the camera readout noise. This degradation can be recovered

by integrating 6 frames on the camera target, at which point the inclease in SNR becomes

proportional to n,. Thetheoretical model predicted an SNR' value of about 110 which

agrees very well with the experirnental measurement.

Figure 5-4a shows the increase in o'l for the light level corresponding to the thin

screen. The variance oi due to photon noise in a single frame is I 1 I Yo of the readout

noise variance according tho the straight line frt to the target integlation data using Eq (5-

2I). Figure 5-4b shows the corresponding increase in the SNR values for this screen.

Once again the dotted line is a fit to the fi'arne addition data and the curve line is a fit to

the target integration data according to Eq. (5-23). The ratio of ol/oi for these fits was

obtained fi'om the target integration results in Fig 5-4a. The fit to the target irrteglation

data indicates that SNRD is 76, and frame averaging degrades the SNR by 27 %o due to

the camera readout noise.

Figure 5-5a shows the effect of combined use of target integratioll and frame

addition on ol for the thin screen. Six frames were integrated on the target first and n,

such images were then added in the frame buffer. The straight line is a fit to the data

according to Eq (5-21) with n, =6. Figure 5-5b shows the corresponding increase in

SNR. The straight line is a fit to the SNR data according to Eq (5-23) i.vith n, = 6 and

"? 
l"i = 0.89.
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These tests were carried out for the light levels encountered in portal irnaging with

15 cm water phantom, wliich simulate a head and neck field. Br-rt fol thicker fields sr,rch

as pelvic fields, the light levels encounteled would be lower, and therefore the ratio of

"',l"iwould be higher by a similar factor. According to Eq. (5-23),higher oi/oi ratio

implies greater degradation of SNR due to frame averaging. For example, a decrease in

light level by a factor of 2 would increase the ratio 
"i l"i by factor of two, leading to a

SNR degradation of 25Yo and 40o/o for the thick screen and the thin screen respectively.

Consequently, the irnprovements in SNR by target integration will be higher.

Each component of the rms noise in the images acquired by the CCD camera

having a signal value of 255 gray levels is summarised in Table 5-2.

Type of noise Thick screell Thin screen

oD

o,, (withont cooling)

o, (with cooling)

6

2.0

r.04

0.28

r.28

).,/

2.4

0.6

3.0

Table 5-2. The rms noise measured in gray levels for the single frame images acquired

with the CCD camera.

5.4.4 SIT and Newvicon cameras

Figure 5-6a shows the increase in the measured SNRD when sequential fi'ames are

added in the frame buffer using the SIT camera. The straight line is a fit to the SNR'

data with a slope of 0.5 according to Eq (5-26) with ol =0, and indicates that the SIT

cam.era has a quantum efficiency of only 2Yo. However. the S-20 photocathode used in

the SIT calrlera has about 10% quantum efficiency at 550 .n14. Usually video carneras
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Figure 5-6. a) The effect of frame averaging on SNRforthe SIT camera. b) Results

the Newvicon camera. See text for details.
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ale graded by the sensitivity (quanturn efficiency) and defects, and 100% quanttun

efficiency is a nominal value for a very sensitive camera. However, some of the cameras

may have low quantum efficiency due to variations in the production quality.

Furthermore, the operation at low KV setting may also have an effect on the sensitivity of

the camera. An independent measurerlent of the caürera quantum efficiency is lequired

to verify lhe 2o/o value obtained fi'om the SNR measurements, but such a uteasurement

could not be perforrned in the framework of this thesis,

Figure 5-6b shows the increase in the measured SNR' when sequential fiames

are added in the frame buffer using the Newvicon camera. The straight line is a fit to the

SNRD data with a slope of 0.5 according to Eq (5-26) which indicates that the carrera

electronic noise variance o] is 120%o of the quantum noise variance oto. Thelefore the

electrouic noise in the Newvicou carnera clegracles the SNR by more than J7. Even with

the electronic noise, Newvicon has the highest SNR for a single frame due to its very

high quantum efficiency. The CCD camera has the second highest SNR and the SIT

camera has the lowest.

The rms noise in the single frame portal images acquired with tlie SIT and

Nerwicon cameras using the thick screen are summarised in Table 5-3. The signal value

in the images is assumed to be 255 gray levels.

Type of noise SIT Newvicon

oD 5.5

I 1.6

0.99

1.1

1.8

(t

o'^

Table 5-3. The rms noise measured in gray levels for single fralne images acquired with

SIT and Newvicon carneras.
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5.5 Conclusions

A study carried out to investigate the random noise in a real-tirne portal imaging

system has been presented. Three video cameras were under investigatiolr: A SiT

carnera, a Newvicon camera and a dual field capture CCD carnera. Frequency dependent

noise plopagation through the system was modelled to predict the single pixel SNR for

the tliree cameras when real-time imaging is carried out. Measulements have shown that

the irnages acquired with the Newvicon camera have the liighest SNR, while images of

tlte SIT camera have the lowest SNR. The SNR fol the CCD camera was better than that

of the SIT camera in spite of its smaller target size. The theoretical pledictions for the

CCD and Newvicon carrrera are in good agreement with the measurements. The effects of

cooling the CCD on camera noise were also investigated. The noise model was further

extended to account for the dark current and readout noise in the CCD camera. Cooling

the CCD was found to reduce the dark cur:rent random noise by a factor of l3 or rrrore so

that its contlibution to the output noise negligible. Readout noise in the CCD carnera

was found to be of 40%o and 90o/o of the photon noise for the thick and thin screens

respectively. Consequently frame averaging was found to degrade the SNR by l.60/o and

27o/o for the thick screen and thin screen respectively. The relative advantages of target

integration versus frame addition were also investigated using the CCD camera. It is

shown that the degradation of the SNR due to readout noise can be recovered by target

integration.
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Chapter 6

Fixed pattern noise

6.1 lntroduction

The fixed pattern noise (FPN) always imposes the upper limit on the SNR since it

can not be decreased by signal integration. FPN in video based portal imaging coûres

fi'om different sources: defects in the phosphor screen, defects in the camera target, and

frorn the A"/D conversion in the frame glabber. It is the author's experience that most of

the frame grabber boards used to capture and digitize video signals have a FPN at the

level of the least significant bit. The ITI-150 frame grabber in the original prototype

system digitizes the video signal to an 8-bit digital word. Preliminary measurements

have shown that the FPN in this frame grabber amounts to a half of a bit rnaking the

maximum possible SNR achievable with the system only 512. The cument prototype

system uses the Oculus 500 imaging system from Coleco Inc. which digitizes the video

signal to lO-bit, and this reduces the effects of FPN from digitizatíon by a factor of four.

The structure of the FPN intrciuced by the two frame grabbers will be discussed in

Chapter 7.

The FPN introduced by the phosphor screens is negligible for properly

rnanufactured screens, and therefole is not considered in this thesis. This chapter

concentrates on the FPN introduced by the CCD cam.era.

6.2 Theory

CCD dark current generates a significant amount of FPN. This is due to the

spatially uneven generation of thermal electrons in CCD pixels. Since the rms value of

the FPN incleases linearly with the number of frames integrated, FPN imposes the
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ultimate limit on SNR if not removed by a correction. FPN is usually removed by

subtracting off a dark current image.

As before, the target integration time n, can be expressed in units of frame

readout time (1/30 s), and then the total spatial noise variance oi in the dark cunent

images including the FPN can be given as

o'1 = r,g'[n,o'i + o]]+ nig'nf o',0" (6- 1)

where oio' is the noise variance due to FPN. Other terms are defined in Chapter 5 (page

86). When the dark current is integrated either on the CCD target, or on the frame buffer,

the FPN starts to dominate the total noise. If the dark cunent is integrated on the CCD

target, ie. n, = l, the total noise can be given as

(6-2)

6.3 Materials and methods

Experiments were performed using the custom designed CCD carnera based on

the TC-217 útal field capture CCD. The details of the experimental set-up were

described in Chapter 5. Dark current images were acquired by integrating thermally

generated charge on the CCD target with and without cooling the CCD. The target

integration time is measured in units of frame readout time (1/30 s) fol convenience. The

total noise o', which contains the FPN was obtained by measuring the variance in a

40x40 central ROI in these images.

6.4 Results

Figure 6-l shows two vertical intensity profiles of dark cur¡ent images, obtained

by integrating 10 frames on the CCD target. Figure 6-la is the result without cooling the

of = g'ln,o"3 * oi + nio'i0,, ].
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Figure 6-1. Vertical intensity profiles of dark cuffent irnages obtained by integrating

charge for 0.33 s on the CCD target. a) The result without cooling the CCD. b) The result

with cooling the CCD.
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CCD, and Fig. 6-1b is the result with cooling the CCD to 0o C. It can be seen that there

are no gradients in the profiles indicating that tlie variance in a 40x40 ROI repr-esent the

total noise.

Figure 6-2a shows the increase in the total noise o', in the dark current irnages

when frames are integrated on the CCD target without cooling. The FPN oro' dominates

the total noise in this case. For low number of frames, o', increases linearly with the

number of frames integrated and starts to roll off due to the saturation of pixels

contributing to the FPN at this ternperature. The straight line section of the data indicates

that the contribution from oro,, to o, is 6 + 2 gray levels, limiting the spatial SNR to

about 170 if FPN is not removed by dark image subtraction. Figure 6-2b shows the

similar increase in o', when the CCD is cooled to 0o C. The curve is a fit to the data

according to Eq. (6-2), and indicates that contribution from oro,, to o, is reduced to 0.470

t 0.007 gray levels. This makes the maximurn possible SNR due to the FPN in rhe

camera about 2000.

6.5 Conclusions

The FPN in the dual field capture CCD camera has been investigated, in

particular, the effect of cooling on the FPN. It was found that cooling the CCD reduced

the rms FPN by a factol of about 13, making its rnagnitude about half a gray level.
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Chøpter 7

Noise power spectra

7.1 lntroduction

The theoretical and experimental analysis of the noise variances due to different

sources in the real-time portal imaging chain were presented in chapters 3 - 6. However,

a detailed analysis of system noise must always involve the determination of Noise

Power Spectrum (l\PS). Based on Fourier analysis of noise variance, the NPS describes

the fi'equency distribution of the image noise variance, and plovides infolmation

additional to the noise variatt.el. In this chapter the application of tliis Fourier method of

noise analysis to the real-time porlal irnaging system is preserfed.

Investigation of image noise based on Fourier methods were hrst developed in

photographic science for analysing photographic granularity. Elias et. a1.2, Elias3, and

Fellgett4 have pointed out the relevance of Fourier analysis of noise developed in

communication theory to optics, but R. Clark Jonesl pioneered in describing and using

this method for analysing film granularity. The generic name "Wiener Spectrum" instead

of power spectrum was also proposed by Jonesl to honour the person who developed the

mathematical concepts. The ambiguity in the use of the term "power" in optics had been

pointed out previously3. Furthermore, the technique of scanning a film with a long

narrow slit to obtain a section of the noise spectrum was also proposed by Jonesl, and

later verified theoretically and experimentally by Doi5.

The finished product in film based imaging is a developed fihn ald the spatial

variation of transmittance or the optical density of the film is required to obtain the

'Wiener spectrum. Both analo g1,4,6,7 and digitalS techniques have been used to rreasure

the NPS of the developed film. Show9 has given an excellent review on the historical

development of the subject. The advent of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the
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availability of faster computers have made the digital technique popular. and most of the

NPS measurements with radiographic f,ilm screen systems have been carried out using the

digital technique.

It has been shown that special precautions have to be used in scanling a portion of

the fihn for NPS measurementsT. Furthermore, corrections due to the finite size of the

scanning aperture are necessary for film NPS measurements since scanning with a

microphotometer is required to obtain the data. However, the NPS of fihn are circularly

symmetric due to the isotropic nature of the film, and thelefore the centlal slice of the2-

D NPS provides the cornplete picture of the spectrumT. Consequently the central slice of

the2-D NPS has been mainly used in film studies.

NPS measurement techniques were also used for analysing noise in film based

radiographic imagingio-l3. It has been customary in the past to simply adopt the

techniques used for frlm NPS measurements to digital system514-18. Most of this work

was lead by the NPS measurements performed on a film based digital radiographic

systernlg, where a virtual scan of the digital data was perforrned using a digitalty

synthesized long narrow slit to simulate the film tteasurement teclrnique. This method is

known as the synthesized slit method.

However, in the case of digital imaging, the sampling is an inhelent property of

the imaging processl9 and tlie finite pixel size is a part of the digital irnaging sysrem.

The final product in digital irnaging is a set of digital data representing an image in

contrast to the developed fihn in filrn based irnaging. Although necessary for

performance analysis in analog fluoroscopic systems20,2l, and analysing "pre-sarnpled"

data in digital systems, pixel size correction in the NPS measurement is not necessary if
one is interested in the analysis of the digital system. Moreover, video based digital

imaging systems are not always isotropic and sometimes are not spatially invariant either,

as shown later in this chapter. Consequently the central slice of the NPS may not provide
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the complete picture of the spectru¡¡2l, and the two dimensional structure of the spatial

NPS is necessary to identify any off-axis spectral components.

7.2 Theory

Although the image data representing a physical process can have more than 3

dimensions2, dutu from real-time monochrome video imaging can be restricted to three

dimensions, consisting of two spatial and one temporal ¿¡*"nr¡orl20,21. However, the

temporal and spatial dimensions are separated for simplicity, and only the two

dimensional spatial noise power spectrum is considered here. A two dimensional noise

data sequence in an image (either digital or arialog) with a zero mean can be denoted by

n(x,y) whele x and y are the two spatial coordinates.

For an analog noise data set, the 2-D NPS is defined as22

limit
NPS(ar,v)=X,Y-+ 

L I li-\*-l{ Y

J n(*, y) exp l-2ni(ttx+ vy)l dx dy

t\

I
(7-l)

wlrere X and Y are the limits of the analog irnage dirnensions. Here u and v are the

analog frequency variables corresponding to x and y directions lespectively. The double

integral represents the 2-D analog Fourier transform and the ( ) symbol represents the

process of taking an ensemble average.

Sirnilarly for a two dimensional digital noise data set n(x,y), we can define the

two dimensional NPS by

Nps(u,v)=(+tÞ;
N,-r l 

t\

I r(*,y) exp[-2ni(ux/ N* * vy7 ¡r)Jl )Y=o ll

r12

(7-2)



where dx, dy are the pixel sizes in fwo spatial directions, N* ancl Ny are the number of

pixels in each spatial direction. Here u and v are the digital frequency variables

corresponding to horizontal and vertical directions respectively. The double summation

represents the 2 -D di screte F ourier trans form.

Once a two-dimensional spectrum is calculated according to Eq. (7-2), the central

slices of the spectrum can be extracted simply by using NPS(u,0) and NPS(0,v). On the

other hand, an average value of the noise power spectrum in one direction can be

obtained by averaging along the other direction. ie.,

NPS(u) =

NPS(v) =

r Nr-l
' t NPSlu.v)N"ã

-i-ï NpS(u,v)
N- ;;

(7-3)

and

These one-dimensional spectra can also

dimensional Fourier transform. The exact central

by

(7-4)

be calculated by performing a one-

slice along the u axis can be obtained

(7 -s)

where

n,(x): n(x, y). (7-6)

This follows directly from Eq. (7-2) when v : 0. This method is known as scanning

synthesized slit method to obtain the central slice of the ¡p519,20.

Similarly, a statistical realization of the average value along the u axis can be

obtained using

NPS(u,o)=(iî+lä' ",,., exp[-2ni(u., ,r, )]l 
)

Nr-lI
Y=0
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(7 -7)

7.3 Materials and methods

The prototype portal imaging system used this study was described in Chapter 3.

Tluee types of video cameras were used for image acquisition: a SiT , a Newvicon, and a

dual field capture (DF) CCD caûrera. The Newvicon camera had no manual gain control,

so automatic gain-control was used. The pixel size at the metal/phosphor screen for the

three cameras were 0.863 x 0.682 rrm2, 0.827 x 0.645 rnm2, and 0.64 x 0.64 rnm2

respectively. Both ITI-151 arid OC-500 frarne grabbers were used for irnage acquisition.

iTI-i51 was used for acquiring images fi'orn the SiT and Newvicon callteras, and the OC-

500 was used to acquile images from the CCD camela. Dark cunent images of the SIT

caffrera were also acquired by OC-500 for compalison.

A 6 MV X-ray bearn at a dose rate of 300 cGy/min at isocenter was used to

acquire portal images. A 15 crn thick water phantorn was used to simulate X-ray

intensities encountered in the clinical settings. hnages were also acquired using the SIT

and CCD cameras with a light box. The light level falling on the cameras was adjr-rsted to

that encountered in portal imaging. Dalk current images of all the three cameras were

also acquired.

The two dimensional noise power spectra were calculated using Eq. (7-2). The

central slices wele directly extracted fi'om the two dimensional spectra, and the average

values along the two directions were calculated using Eq.(7-3) and (7-4). The central

slices and the averages were also calculated using Eq. (7-5) and (7-7) for comparing the

one- and two- dimensional calculation methods.

lt\.rrll
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The middle 256x256 section of 5L2x480 or 640x480 pixel images were used to

evaluate the NPS. The 2-D image data were Fourier Transformed using a general n-

dimensional discrete Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithr¡23. The noise po\ /er was

obtained by scaling the squared modulus of the Fourier transformed data by the pixel size

(dx.dy) and the number of pixels (N* =256, Ny =256) used in the transform. NPS of

25-100 irnage pairs were averaged to reduce the variance in the spectra. No data

smoothing window is applied before the FFT, as it did not make significant changes to

the NPS in the preliminary NPS calculations. A previous study2O has also reported that

data windowing had little effect on the NPS of video based X-ray images.

No pixel size conection is made in the spectra since we are interested in the noise

performance of the entire system. The spectra were normalizedby the square of the n'r.ean

signal value of the 256x256 region used for the NPS calculations. The spectral values

shown, therefore, correspond to the central 256x256 region of the images only. This is

due to the fact that lens vignetting and any non uniform response of the camera leads to

different gray values at the edge of the imagesl8. The program used to calculate2-D

NPS was written for a PC-486 using Miclosoft C-7 cornpiler to run under Microsoft

Windows 3.1.

A 4x4 frequency bin average of the 256x256 NPS array was used for plotting the

2-D NPS as the plotting routine could not handle the full data set. The central slices of

the 2-D spectra ( NPS(u,O) and NPS(O,v) ) were extracted from the 2-D results, and the

averages of the spectra taken along the two directions ( (NpSf u) and NfSlu¡ ) were

also obtained as shown in Eq. (7-3) and (7-4). The conventional l-D calculation of the

central slices using the "synthesized slit" method andthe calculation of the average value

along the two directions were also performed according to Eqs. (7-5) and (7-7). This l-D

calculation was carried out only for the single frame images of the water phantom

acquired by the SIT camera, for both horizontal and vertical directions.
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7.4 Results and discussion

7.4.1 SIT and Newvicon cameras

The two dimensional noise power spectrum of single fi'ame portal images of the

water phantom acquired with the SIT camera is shown in Fig. 7-1. The high value (peak)

of the NPS at the Nyquist frequency in the v axis is due to the interlace artifact (diffelent

intensities in the two interlaced fields). The increase in the spectral values along the v

axis is due to the banding aftifact. The banding artifact changes from irlage to image and

this leads to a randomly distributed noise power along the v axis. Both these artifacts

influence the noise power only along the v axis. The use of the central slice NPS(O,v) of

this spectrum as a representation of the noise power in the v direction will lead to an

over-estimate the magnitude of the 2-D spectrum due to the increase in the spectral values

along the v axis. This emphasizes the fact that 2-D spectral calculation is necessary to

properly estimate the spatial noise spectrum in video based digital imaging.

Figure 7-2 shows the 2-D spectrum of the images obtained with the SIT carnera

using a light box. The central spike is due to excess variability in the mean brightness of

the images. There are no extra spectral components along the v axis due to pulsation

artifacts since the intensity of the light box is very stable. However, a small increase in

the spectral values along the v axis can be seen in this spectrum. The video noise

spectrum published by Tapiovaara also exhibits a similar behaviour'21, but no ex¡rlanation

was given for the increase. The author believes that this is due to the clamping error; the

error in detecting the black level in each horizontal video line in the RS-170 video signal.

The clamping error is a systematic error for each individual video line, and will not affect

the noise power in the horizontal direction. However, the random nature of tlie clamping

error makes the noise power along v axis higher than the average.

Figure 7-3 shows the comparison of I -D slices obtained by 2-D calculation using

Eqs. (7-2) - (7-4), and l-D calculation using Eqs. (7-5) - (7-7) for the images used in

calculating the NPS shown in Figure 7-1. Figure 7-3a shows the horizontal slices
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Figure 7-1. Two dimensional noise power spectrum of single fi'ame water phantom

images acquired with the SIT camera. The increase in the spectral values along the v axis

is due to the pulsation artifacts.
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NPS(u,O) and NPS(u), and Figure 7-3b shows the vertical slices NPS(0,v) arid NPSIv).

It cau be seen that the slices calculated by the two methods agree very well. The relative

effect of the anti aliasing filter obtained from the data shown in Fig. 5-1 is also shown in

Fig.7-3a. The data were scaled down by a factor of 100 for easy comparison.

NPS of the SIT calnera images must be "white" (uniformly distributed), as the

noise in the SIT camera images are dominated by the optical photon noise. However, a

decrease in the spectral values in the u direction at higher frequencies is clearly seen.

This roll-off in the NPS in u direction is consistent with the shape of the anti aliasirrg

filter characteristics indicating that this roll-off is due to the anti-aliasing filter.

Figure 7-4 shows the 2-D NPS of single frame darlc cunent images from the SIT

carnera acquired by the ITI- 151 . The spectrum in the horizontal direction increases

initially at low frequencies, and then starts to decrease at higher frequencies due to the

anti-aliasing filter. The increase in the calnera noise power in the horizontal direction is

typical of vacuum tube cameras24. Thedifferences between the magnitucle ancl the shape

of this spectrum and that of the Fig.7-2a confirm that the camera noise in the images

acquired with the SIT camera is negligible.

Figure 7-5 shows the 2-D NPS of single frame dark cunent images fi'om the SIT

carnera acquired by the OC-500. The spectral peaks that were present in Fig. 7.4 are

absent in this spectrum indicating that this feature is introduced by tlie ITI-151 frame

glabber. However, there is an increase in spectral values at Ll: 0.219,0.326,0.45, and

0.568 mm-l due to the fixed pattern noise introduced by the OC-500 systent. These

differences in the spectra acquired by the two frarne grabbers clearly indicate that frarne

grabbers can introduce spatial fixed pattern noise.

Two dimensional noise power spectrum of single frame images of the water

phantom acquired with the Newvicon camera are shown in the Fig. 7-6. Although the

dose delivered to the phantom duling a video fi'ame is only 0.167 cGy, the lag in the

Newvicon makes the effective dose used in ploducing the images somewhat higher. The
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Figure 7-4. 2-D noise power spectra of single fi'ame dark current irnages of the SIT

camera acquired by the ITI-151 grabber.
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increase in the spectral values along the v axis due to the two pulsation artifacts can be

seen. The roll-off in the NPS in u direction due to the anti-aliasing filter can also be

seen.

Figure 7-7 shows the 2-D NPS of single frame dark current images of the

Newvicon camera acquired by the ITI-i51. The similarity of the shape of this spectrulll

to that of tlie Fig.7-6 confinns that the noise in the irnages acquired with the Newvicon

camera is dominated by the camera electronic noise. The spatial fixed pattern noise

introduced by the fiarne grabber is not visible in this spectrum since the caürera noise is

much higher in the Newvicon camera.

7.4.2 The effect of second quantization

Noise power spectra of the phantom irnages acquired with the Newvicon cartera

by averaging256 video frames are shown in the Fig. 7-8. Figure 7-8a is the spectrum of

the images obtained by floating point frame averaging, and Fig. 7-8b is the spectrum of

the images obtained by integer (digital) frame averaging. It was shown in Chapter 3 that

the integer frame averaging used in the portal imaging system introduces quantization

noise. The increase in the NPS due to the second quantization (integer fiame averagirlg)

is quite significant in these 256 frame averaged images. It can be seen that the effect of

quantization noise is almost white (equally distributed within the whole spectrum). The

tluee small spikes in the horizontal frequency axis and the small spike in the vertical

fi'equency axis are due to the ternporal variation in the spatial frxed pattern noise in the

Newvicon cartera. It was shown earlier that tirne jitter converts some of the spatial fixed

pattern noise into random noise25.
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7.4.3 Results of the GCD camera

Figure 7-9 shows the 2-D NPS of single frame water phantom images of the CCD

camera. The fixed pattern noise from the OC-500 fi'ame grabber can be clearly seett in

this spectrum. The extra noise due to pulsation arlifacts is absent, but an increase in tl-re

spectral values along the central slice of the vertical direction due to the clamping noise is

seen. It is clearly seen that the two dimensional nature of this spectrum cau not be

represented by the two central slices. Figure 7-10 shows the siniilar spectrun'ì obtained

by using the light box, which also exhibits sirnilar clamping noise. Comparison of the

two spectra indicates that the spectra of the portal images have higher spectral values at

low frequencies due to the X-ray quantum noise.

The differences in the noise power at low fi'equencies between portal images and

that of the light box irnages can not be observed propelly along the u direction due to the

effects of the anti aliasing filter. Furthermore, the central slice along the vertical dilection

can not be used either due to the effects of clamping noise. Therefore the average of the

two vertical slices NPS(0.00609,v) and NPS(0.01219,v) are shown in Fig. 7-1 I for water

phantom images and for light box images. Comparison of the results between water

phantom images and the light box irnages clearly show the increase in spectral value in

the portal images due to X-ray quantum noise at low frequencies'

7.5 Conclusions

A novel rnethod has been used to rneasure the 2-D NPS of real-tirne portal

irnages. Comparison of the NPS of the images obtained with different can'ì.eras and

different frame grabbers have been used to identify the sources of noise which contribute

to tlie NPS. It has been shown that pulsation artifacts introduce extra noise along the

vertical frequency axis in leal-time portal images. It has also been shown that the l-D

and 2-D calculations of the central slices of the 2-D NPS and the averages of the 2-D

spectra taken over one direction, give the same results. However, it has been shown that
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images acquired with the CCD camera.
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the central slice along the v axis can give an over-estimate of the spectla due to the extra

clarnping enor and pulsation artifacts which contribute only to the noise power along the

v axis. Noise in the portal images acquired by the SiT carnera is shown to be dominated

by the optical photon noise, whereas the noise in the images acquired by the Newvicon

camera is dominated by the camera noise. X-ray quantum noise is significant in the

portal images acquired by the CCD carnera at low spatial frequencies. It is also shown

that frame grabbers can introduce temporally variable, but spatially f,rxed noise, and the

noise power due to the second quantization is "white". It is shown that 2-D noise power

spectra calculations are necessary for real-time vicleo based imagirig since NPS in these

situations can have 2-D structure.
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Chapter I

Quality control for VEPIDs

8.1 lntroduction

Verification of field placement is an essential part of a comprehensive quality

assurance program for radiation oncology, and a recent AAPM Task Group Reportl

recommends acquiring portal images at least once a week. With the development of

electronic portal imaging devices2 (EPIDs), verification is now much simpler and can be

car¡ied out on a more frequent basis, with the expectation of reducing gross field

placement errors and increasing overall treatment accuracy. However, the effrcacy of an

EPID depends on the image quality3, and so it is essential to devise quality control (QC)

tests for the devices themselves. Such tests are required by the manufacturer at

installation, and by the user tluoughout the lifetime of the equipment. In particular, when

the optimized portal imaging system described in this thesis is clinically implemented, it

is very important that the users can verify that it is operating at the optimal level

Unfortunately the quality assurance of EPIDs is not mentioned in the recently

published AAPM code of practice for radiotherapy accelerators4. However, as these

systems become part of regular clinical practice, it will be necessary to ensure their

correct and reliable operation at all times. Even if the image quality is optimal at

installation, a number of factors can lead to deterioration over time. Specially, video-

based electronic portal imaging devices (VEPiDs) may suffer from shifting or

deformation of the detector housing, dust or dirt on lenses and mirrors, loose or

unfocused optical components, improper frame grabber or computer control settings, or

malfunctioning electronic equipment. Qualitative visual QC checks have been

suggesteds using the Lutz6,7 and the Las Vegas8,9 phantoms, but a less subjective

approach is necessary for routine daily quality control. A recent proposal involves the
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construction of contrast-detail curves using the spectral properties of the radiation bearn

to compute the contrast of the test objectsiO, but its implementation with EPIDs has yet

to be evaluated.

The development of an objective, quantitative QC test for VEPIDs which is

simple to perform and which requires no observer skills or subjective decisions is

presented. It is designed to test for acceptable perfonnance in high contrast spatial

resolution and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). Daily ffreasurements have been made over

a period of several months, and the test is shown to be sensitive to variations in the

measured parameters when preventative maintenance procedures are carried out or when

system parameters are adjusted.

8.2 Experimental method

A QC phantorn was designed for use in the test, which consists of five sets of

high-contrast rectangular bars with spatial frequencies of 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.4, and 0.75

lp/mm. A schematic diagram of the QC phantom is shown in Fig. 8-1. The frame of the

phantom is made of aluminum, and the five test sections are made of lead and Delrin

(Acetal) plastic (density : 1.42I cm-3¡. The phantom is 15 mm thick and has 3 mm

Acrylic and 2 mm aluminurn cover plates on the top and the bottom lespectively. With

the VEPID located under the patient (0' in the Siemens gantry coordinate system), the

phantom is placed on the top of the VEPID detector housing in order to acquire test

images. This location preferred lather than the isocenter in order to minirnize bluning

due to the beam penumbra, since the test is intended to monitor the perforrrance of the

VEPID and should be independent of the linac source size. The phantom is rotated to 45'

relative to the video scan lines to prevent aliasing in the images of the bar patterns. A

simple frame to attach the phantom on the detector housing was also designed in order to

be able to acquire images at all gantry angles.
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Figure 8-1. A schematic diagram of the QC phantom. See text for details.
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The QC phantom has been used on two different VEPIDs. The first was the

prototype BEAMViE'W system* which used a PC-386 computer for image acquisition,

processing, display and storage. Only spatial resolution tests were made with this system.

The second VEPID was the BEAMVIE'W'PLUS system* based on a Sun worlcstation, fronr

which images were downloaded via PC-NFS to a PC-386 for analysis of both spatial

resolution and CNR. The experimental technique consists of four steps: f,rrst, the

phantom is placed on the VEPID housing, the radiation beam is switched on, and the

digital gain and offset (threshold) are adjusted to achieve maximum contrast without

saturating the video signal. Second, two video images are acquired, each the average of

16 video frames (0.54 s or about 2 MU). Third, the images are ported to the analysis

prograln, and the position of the phantom is delineated on the monitor by the operator.

The fourth step is the totally automatic analysis of the images without operator

interaction.

The analysis program places a region of interest (ROI) over each set of bars as

shown in Fig. 8-2. The frequency dependent Square Wave Modulation Transfer Function

(SWMTF) is determined by the method proposed by Droegel l and the frequency for

50olo rnodulation (f5e) is compared with the predetermined critical fi-equency f" as a test of

system performance. In addition, values of the CNR are calculated and compared with

the predetermined critical value CNR..

8.2.1 Determining the SWMTF

The SWMTF of an imaging system is defined asl2

swMTF(f) =
AE(f)
AEo

Siemens Medical Systems Inc., Concord, CA.

t40
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Figure 8-2. A portal image of the QC phantom at diagonal orientation obtained with the

BEAMVIEW portal imaging system. The ROI's used for the QC test are marked on the

image.
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where ÂEo and AE(f)are the modulations of input to and output from the system. Since

an absolute measure of the SWMTF is not necessary in determining day-to-day variations

in the system resolution, a relative measure (RMTF) of the SV/MTF can be used by

calculating;

RMTF(f) = ^E(f) (8-2)

^E({ 
)

where 
^E(f, 

) is the output modulation for the lowest frequency. Usually the output

modulation AE(f) is diffrcult to obtain from a noisy image, and therefore Droege and

Morinl3 suggested using the relationship between a signal arnplitude and its variance.

For a sinusoidal output, (AE)t is proportional to the variance (M)2 within an ROI

containing the bar pattern, and the above relation can be rewritten as

RMTF(f) = 
M(r)
M(i) (8-3)

(8-4)

In the presence of random image noise, M(f) can be obtained by

M'(f)=ci,(f)-o''(f)

where oi, (f) and o2(f) are the measured total variance and the variance due to landom

noise, respectively. The total variance "i (f ) is obtained by measuring the variance of

the pixels in the ROI corresponding to frequency f. In order to measure the random noise

in an image, a pair of similar images are subtracted and the standard deviation obtained

from the difference, thus avoiding contributions from fixed pattem noise. In this case, the

variance of the subtracted ROI (oL,o) will be
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o3,,u=o'i +o'] (8-s)

where oi and al are the random noise variances of the ROI's for each irnage. Assuming

that these two variances are equal we get;

or :o =6'"/Jr. (8-6)

The variance o'1f¡ is calculated once using Eq. 8-6, fol the set of bars with the

highest frequency (0.75 lplmm) on the assumption that random noise is same fol all

ROI's.

8.2.2 The extraction of fso

Three methods were tested for obtaining the critical frequency fro for which the

response is 50Yo of the maximurn frorn the RMTF(f) data. In the first method, fro was

obtained by interpolating between the two data points irnmediately below and above the

50oá response. A check is carried out before evaluating the RMTF(f) to veriff 
"-,tfl

decreases as the frequency inc,eases. The second method used a second order least

squares polynomial fit to the RMTF(f) data, and the third method incorporated a least

squares fit to the logit function. Figure 8-3 shows the RMTF data for the test image pair

with the three different f,rts to extract fro.

A series of tests was carried out using a pair of test images as well as four

additional image pairs intended to simulate the degradation of imaging performancel4.

These additional images were obtained from the original pair of test images by (a):

adding Gaussian noise with o : 5, (b): adding Gaussian noise with o : 10, (c):

performing a 3x3 blur, and (d): performing a Gaussian blur with o : 5. Figure 8-4 shows

the results of the three different fits to extract fro from the image pair obtained by
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perfoming a 3x3 blur. Figures 8-3 and 8-4 clearly indicate that linear interpolation is the

most reliable criterion for determining fso, and tirelefore was adopted for use in the

routine QC test.

8.2.3 Determining the CNR

Tlie CNR for the QC test was calculated by

T -TCNR = 'l '2
o

(8-7)

where I, and I, are the average gray values of the brightest and darkest ROI's as shown in

Fig. 8-2. The calculation of random image noise, o, was described in section 8.2.1.

8.2.4 Phantom alignment

Tlie BEAMVIEW and BEAMVIEV/PLUS portal imaging systems utilize non-

square pixels giving rise to different MTF's in horizontal and vertical directions. By

using the diagonal phantom orientation, as shown in Fig. 8-2, a combined measure of

resolution in both directions could be obtained, as well as a reduction in errors due to

possible changes in ROI size and positioningl l. Th" robustness of the algorithm for the

determination of RMTF(f) was tested against the ROI size and positioning for this

phantom orientation using the 0.2 lp/rnm section of a test image. The result was found to

vary with an rms deviation less than 0.7%o for a change in ROI dirnensions and position

by t 5 pixels. The robustness of the complete QC procedure was tested by repeating the

test 10 times, and the rms deviation of the results was less rhan0.60/o. Changes in f,reld

size and increasing the image acquisition times did not have a significant impact on the

measured results.
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8.3 Results

Measulements were made daily on the BEAMVIEW imaging system mounted on

a KD-2 dual energy linear accelerator. System performance was monitored dwing a

calibration period of 18 days, and these data were used to determine the mean and

standard deviation of fro. Subsequently the value of Ç was arbitrarily set to be three

standard deviations below the mean value. Any subsequent measurement in which the fro

< Ç would be deemed a failure of the test, and a warning Ílessage displayed to the

operator.

Figure 8-5 shows the daily plot of to for the BEAMVIEW portal irnaging system

during the calibration period and a later test period, for two treatment energies. Since the

VEPID was mounted on a dual energy linac, it was possible to perform the QC test at

both 6 and 23 MV. The dotted and dashed lines represent the + 3 standard deviations

determined during the calibration period and extrapolated to the test period for 6 and 23

MV respectively. It is seen that system resolution at 6 MV is superior to that af 23 MY,

an effect which has been observed previously and is a result of the larger physical beam

penumbra at higher energies15,16. Thele is a close corelation between the fro values for

the two energies, since changes in resolution are due to problerns in the detector system.

A trend in worsening resolution is seen from test day 29, and even though a number of

tests failed, no action was taken to service the system. The BEAMVIEW irnaging system

was replaced by a BEAMVIEWPLUS system at this time.

Figure 8-6 shows a plot of fro recorded on a daily basis for the BEAMVJEWPLUS

system which includes the first 25 day calibration period and the subsequent test period.

The dotted and dashed lines once again represent the + 3 standard deviations determined

during the calibration period and extrapolated over the test period. It is seen that fro

values at both 6 and 23 MV lie around 0.18 lpimm for the BEAMVIEVy'PLUs whereas

values for the BEAMVIEV/ system are 0.29 and 0.23Iplmm respectively. The superior

resolution of the prototype VEPID is attributed to the Silicone Intensif,red Target camera
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Figure 8-6. The plot of fro for the BEAMVIEWPLUS portal imaging system at gantry

angle 0". PMl and PM2 indicate the days when preverfative maintenance was performed

on the system. The F/stop of the lens was changed from F/l.1 to F/l .4 during PMl.
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tube used in the earlier system, which was replaced by a lower resolution Newvicon tube

in the later model.

Preventative maintenance (PM) was perfonned on the imaging system after test

day number 128 at which time the optical components were cleaned and the lens was

refocused. The maximum lens shutter opening of F/1.1 had been used up to this point.

Video lenses do not have the best Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) at the maximum

shutter opening (i.e. lowest F/stop), and therefore it was decided to close dov¿n the F/stop

to F /1.4 in an attemptto obtain improved spatial resolution. The fro values for both 6

and 23 MV increased significantly after this PM, but for sorne unknown reason the f.o

values fell back to the previously recorded values over a period of several weeks.

Anotherpreventative maintenance was performed ontest day 187 where once again the

lens was refocused, and f5e returned to the previous high values. These results suggest

that regular preventative maintenance and routine QC tests are benef,rcial for VEPIDs.

Figure 8-7 shows a plot of CNR values recorded on a daily basis for the

BEAMVIEWPLUS portal irnaging system. The dotted and dashed lines represent + 3

standard deviations determined during the calibration period of 25 days. It is seen that

CNR for 23 MV is higher than that for 6 MV, which is due to the higher dose rate (300

cGy/min) at23 MY compared to that at 6 MV (200 cGy/min). Since the QC images were

acquired by averaging 16 video frames (0.53 sec), the dose utilized in acquiring the

images was 2.67 cGy and 1.78 cGy at23 and 6 MV respectively. Although the primary

subject contrast is higher at 6 MV, the decrease in image noise at the higher dose rate

results in higher CNR values at 23 MV than at 6 MV.

The sharp drop in CNR after the first PM is due to the change in F/stop, which

reduces the amount of light reaching the camera, and increases the noise. No such change

is seen at the second PM, since the lens aperture was not changed at that time.

Figures 8-8a and 8-8b show the plot of fro values recorded daily for four gantry

angles; 0o, 90o, 780o, artd270". Figure 8-8a shows the results at 6 MV, and Fig. 8-8b
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shows the results af 23 }lY. Significant differences are seen between the fro values

obtained at some gantry angles, showing that the test is very sensitive to changes in

imaging performance of the system at both 6 and23 MV. On average, the highest values

of fro are obtained at gantry angle 270", since it is at this gantry angle that the lens is

focused during preventative maintenance. The reduced performance at other gantry

angles is suspected to be due to flexing of the detector housing and possible changes in

the camera-screen distance.

8.4 Spurious results due to image artifacts

Figure 8-9 shows the RMTF curves for three test days for the BEAMVIEWPLUS

portal imaging systern: test day 26 which gave an average fro value, test day 45 which

gave a fro value above the + 3 standard deviation range, and test day 52 which gave a fro

value below the + 3 standald deviation range. When the QC images for test day 45 were

investigated, it was found that the images were saturated in the region containing the

lowest frequency bar paftern. Since the RMTF is defined with respect to that set of bars,

the RMTF values at other frequencies increased giving a spurious high value for fro on

that day.

When the QC images obtained on test day 52 were investigated, it rvas found that

one image contained significantly high pulsation artifacts. Since random image noise is

obtained by subtracting the image pair, the noise due to the pulsation artifact was also

included in the random noise estimation. Figure 8-10 shows the comparison of vertical

intensity profiles across the center of the image obtained by subtracting one QC irnage

from the other for the test day 26 (a) and for the test day 52 (b). This result clearly shows

the increase in noise in the center of the irnages on test day 52. The higlier value of

random noise made the RMTF to fall below zero at higher frequencies as seen in Figure

8-9. This led to a 5o/o decrease in fro value on day 52 as well as on test days 97 and 102.

It must be noted here that the influence of these artifacts are maximum when they appear
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at the ROI corresponding to the highest spatial frequency which has the lowest variance

(ie. at the centre of the phantom), and therefore the influence of these artifacts on the fro

value will not be higher fhan 5o/o when appeff at other places of the QC images.

Other artifacts due to the electrical interferences have also been observed in the

images acquired by the BEAMVIEVy'PLUS portal irnaging system. The presence of these

artifacts in the QC images can lead to spurious failures of the test, and therefore tlie test

must be repeated by physics personnel if it failed at the first atternpt.

8.5 Gonclusions

The development of a Quality Control (QC) test for video based on-line portal

imaging systems suitable for routine daily use which tests the system for acceptable

performance in high contrast spatial resolution and contrast-to-noise ratio has been

presented. A QC phantom consisting of five sets of high-contrast rectangular bars was

designed for use in the test. A series of QC measurements has shown that tliis method

provides an automatic, objective, and sensitive measìre of the system's imaging

performance and is a useful tool for routine daily quality control as well as for

commissioning new installations.
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Chapter 9

On-line imaging of electron treatments

9.1 lntroduction

Verification of X-ray treatment fields by portal imaging is a standard procedure in

most centers. Conventionally, portal films are used during the first treatment and on a

weekly basis thereafter, although the advent of electronic portal imaging devices (EPIDs)

provides the capability of verifiiing every treatment f,reld on a daily basis. Verification of

electron treatment fields is much less common, although the need to do so is well

established. With electron applicators in place it is diff,rcult to ensure accurate setup, and

often the target volume is not located directly undemeath the surgical scar for cosmetic

reasons. For example, Regine et al. found that 12 out of l7 patients given electron boost

fields for breast irradiation suffered from geographical misses when set up clinicallyl.

They recommended the inclusion of surgical clips to mark the target volume, and 3-D

planning following a CT scan to ensure delivery of an adequate treatment volume to the

tumor bed, but did not address verif,rcation of the electron fields during treatment.

Keller2 was probably the first to demonstrate portal imaging with electron beams,

using a lead foil cassette and Kodak XRP-I film. Clinical experience with film

verification was reported by Grimm et al. for 10 MeV electrons3, and by Gur et al. for a

wide range of electron energies4. Storage phosphor technology has also been shown to be

effective4-8 in acquiring portal images of electron treatments, although Weiser et al.

correctly pointed out that for superficial treatments the portal image will be rnore

sensitive than the target volume to changes in beam angleg. The goal of the present study

was to evaluate the possibility of using EPIDs for on-line verification of electron

treatments, thus avoiding the difficulties and delays inherent in film and storage phosphor

techniques.
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Electrons are useful for superficial and local boost radiation treatments on account

of their low range in tissue, so that structures underlying the target volume are spared

high dose levels. However, portal imaging using radiation transversing the total patient

thicloress is still possible during electron treatments due to the contaminant

bremsstrahlung, which contributes 4-5o/o of the maxirnum electron dosel0 in a typical

clinical linear accelerator. These high energy X-rays are generated in the scattering foil

of the treatment head, and their intensity has been shown to vary with the photon

collimator settingsll. This X-ray contamination of an 18 MeV electron beam was used

to demonstrate the acquisition of on-line electronic portal irnages of a Rando

anthropomorphic head phantorn.

9.2 Materials and methods

The optimized version of the prototype video-based electronic portal imaging

system was used to acquire on-line portal images of the Rando head phantom. The

system uses a metal/phosphor screen consisting of a 500 mg/cmz Gd2O2S:Tb (P-43)

phosphor layer on a2.25 mm copper plate which was placed at a source-detector distance

of 140 cm. Optical coupling between the metal phosplior screen and the video camera

was achieved with a F/0.85, 25 mm c-mount lens and two 45o front sulface glass milrors.

The video carnera was the custom designed dual field capture CCD camela. The camera

was Peltier cooled to 0o C to reduce dark current, and was shielded with 5 cm of lead to

avoid noise due to direct detection of X-rays by the CCD. A PC-486 equipped with a

Oculus 500 (OC500) processing board* was used to acquire images.

The KD-2linear accelerator** used in this study was operated in the 18 MeV

electron mode at a dose rate of 300 cGy/min with a i5x15 cm2 accessory cone. The dose

rate at the detector surface due to the X-ray contamination after passing through 15 cm

* 
Coreco Inc. Quebec, Canada.

** 
Siemens Medical Systems Inc. Concord, CA
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water was measured with a Capintec F/type #64564 ionization chamber and a CNMC

K616 electrometer. Measurements were taken witli 2.8 cm build-up and 9 cm of

backscatter material (Acrylic).

The Rando head phantom was irradiated at 110 cm source-to-surface distance

(SSD). Exposures of one second were used (30 frames integrated on the CCD target),

and eight sirnilar irnages were averaged after applying a 3x3 rnedian filte¡ to remove

noise due to direct detection of X-rays by the CCD. The final verification image thus

corresponds to a 40 cGy dose to the phantom. A "open field" irnage of a i5 cm water

phantom was also obtained for off-line image correction. The verification irnage was

enhanced using contrast limited adaptive histogram equalizationl2 (CLAHE), and

corrections were made for the beam non-unifonnity and detector response by dividing the

portal image by the open field image.

Clinical linear accelerators are designed to provide uniform fields of high energy

X-rays during photon treatments, but the X-ray contaminant in electron beams is far from

uniformll. The uncorrected open field image is not a reliable rneasure of the spatial

distribution of the contaminant X-rays due to non-uniform detector response and

vignetting in the optical system. These effects can be reduced by using an image

acquired with a uniform photon beam of any energy. Consequently the water phantom

image of the 15x15 cm2 electron beam was coffected by division with an open field

image of a 40x40 cmz 6 MV photon beam. The 6 MV photon beam was used for

convenience. Horizontal and vertical central prof,rles of the corrected image were

obtained by averaging 20 pixels in the direction perpendicular to the profile direction.

Similar profiles were also obtained from an image of a 15 cm water phantom acquired

with a 6 MV photon beam using a 15x15 cm2 field.
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9.3 Results

The dose rate at the detector due the contaminant X-rays after passing through a

15 cm water phantom was found to be 7.31 cGy/min. This corresponds to 2.5Yo of the

electron dose at the Dn'u,.

Figure 9-la shows the original verification irnage of the Rando head phantom.

This image was acquired with 0.975 cGy dose to the rnetal/phosphor screen which

corresponds to 40 cGy electron dose to the phantom. The triangular object in the lower

left corner of the image is a lead block used to stop direct irradiation of the detector in the

region where there was no phantom. The contrast enhanced irnage without open field

conection is shown in Fig. 9-1b. The four support struts and the inside edge of the 15xi 5

cm2 accessory cone are clearly visible in this image. The contrast enhanced image after

open field correction is shown in Fig. 9-1c. Comparison of Fig. 9-1b and 9-ic shows the

suppression of the subject contrast due to the extreme non-uniformity of the

bremsstrahlung beam profile. The quality of the fully conected and enhanced image

(Fig. 9-1c) is comparable to on-line portal images acquired with photon beams with an

equally small dose to the detector. Portal images such as this can be used for the

verification of electron beam shaping applicatorsl3 to ensure that they are correctly

installed during every treatment session.

Figures 9-2a and 9-2b show the horizontal and vertical profiles of the corrected

open field images respectively. The straight line corresponds to the contaminant X-rays

in a 15x15 cm2 18 MeV electron beam and the dashed line is the profile for the 15x15

cm2 6 MV photon beam. These figures show that both horizontal and vertical profiles of

the contaminant beam open field image are cone-shaped and decrease in a linear fashion

to about 50o/o of the center value at the physical edge of the beam. This linear decrease

of dose from the central value to 50%o at 7.5 cm from the central axis is consistent with

the earlier result obtained by Rutsgi and Rodgersl 1. The cone shape of the contaminant
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Figure 9-1. a) Original Image of the Rando head phantom acquired with an 18 MeV

electron beam with a 15xl5cm2 accessory cone.
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Figure 9-1. b) Cont¡ast enhanced image without open field correction.
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Figure 9-1. c) contrast enhanced image with an open field conection.
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X-ray dose profiles is to be expected since there are no flattening filters in the electron

beam path. It is important to note that measurements of the dose due to the X-ray

contamination in electron beams are usually performed at the central axis, and ther.efore

any colTections applied using such estimates will over-estimate the dose to the patie¡t.

9.4 Conclusions

This study shows that the optimized prototype portal imaging system is capable of

acquiring verification portal images during 18 MeV electron treatments. It was also

shown that poltal images should be corected by the open field in order to improve irnage

quality. The fact that high quality transmission portal images can be obtained indicates

that a major part of the contaminant X-rays in the electron beam is generated with an

effective small focal spot.
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Chøpter 10

Output stability of a linear accelerator

during the first three seconds

10.1 lntroduction

High stability of a linear accelerator ouþut during first few seconds of operation

is of importance for a number of reasons. Some commercial electronic portal imaging

devices (EPIDs) adjust image acquisition parameters automatically at the beginning of a

treatment assuming the linac produces a stable output instantaneously. However, the

acquisition parameters may not be optimized properly if the linac output is unstable

during the time of these adjustments and may have a serious impact on portal image

quality. Furthermore, a highly stable ouþut is necessary for dynarnic therapy such as arc

therapy, dynamic intensity modulation, dynamic wedge, etc.

Although a study has been carried out to analyze the cumulative beam

characteristics for different numbers of monitor units 1, the author is unaware of any

published reports on measuring beam characteristics in real time. Therefore the output

stability of a KD-2 linear accelerator* d*ing the first three seconds of operation was

measured with a real-time portal imaging system having a time resolution of 0.33 s. The

output was measured for X-ray energies of 23 MV and 6 MV as well as for electron

energies of 6,9,12,15 and 18 MeV.

10.2 Mater¡als and methods

Figure 10-1 show the operating sequence of the KD-2linac. When the "RAD

ON" switch is pressed, all the parts except the electron gun start operating under the

control of pre-set (soft-pot) parameters. These parameters, which may be different for
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Radiation beam on

time (seconds)

A^^ITT
abc

a : Rad on switch pressed : All parts except the electron gun start operating under
the preset (soft-pot) parameters.

b: Electron gun starts operating : Delivers radiation beam under control of the
soft-pot parameters.

c: Dosimetry servo system starts operating : Feedback controls the radiation output.

Figure 10-1. operating sequence of the siemens r<D-zlinear accelerator.
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each mode of operation, are set at the time of tuning the accelerator during installation

and when maintenance is performed. After about 6 s, the electron gun starts operating

and radiation is produced. After an additional 1 s the dosimetry servo system takes over

control of the dose rate by modifying the pulse repetition rate tluough a feed-back loop.

Consequently the output is initially controlled by the soft-pot parameters for a period of

about 1s. If these parameters are not set correctly, there will be a step change in output

when control is passed to the servo system.

The optimized prototype portal imaging system used for this study was described

in Chapter 9. For this study, the 8 MB of frame buffer memory in the OC-500 frame

grabber was conf,tgured to capture 128 consecutive frames each of 256x256 pixels,

permitting the recording of 4.26 s of real-time digital video data. An input look up table

(LUT) was used to scale the 1O-bit digital data to the 8-bit frame memory.

Open field images of 15x15 cm2 radiation beams were acquired with the portal

imaging system. Two 40x40 pixel regions of interest (ROIs) were used to measure the

average intensity of a section of the open field and the black level. The measured open

field intensities wele corrected for black level by subtraction, and then normalized by the

average value of the signal while the beam was on. Effects due to optical glare are

leduced by the black level subtraction. Therefole, any change in measured relative

intensities wiil represent a change in output dose rate. The measurements were repeated

four times in each mode of linac operation, and the results showed similar behaviour in

all the four measurements.

Clinical linear accelerators deliver radiation in pulses, with a pulsation frequency

in the range 30-200 Hz depending on the mode of operation. In one mode of operation

(23 MV @ 300 cGy/min), the pulsation frequency of the KD-2 linac is about 135 Hz.

When imaging is perfotmed at the real-time video rate (ie. 30 Hz), each video frame will

capture on the average about 4Yz radîation pulses. Therefore, some video frames may

capture 4 radiation pulses and other frames will capture 5 pulses as shown in Fig. 9-2.
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radiation pulses because video scanning is not synchronised with accelerator pulsation.
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Consequently, the output dose rate as measured by the real-time portal imaging system

will vary due to this aliasing artifact. The effect is reduced by averaging 6 video frarnes,

with a consequent reduction in temporal resolution to 200 rns.

10.3 Results

Figure 10-3a shows the output of the linac in the 23 MV x-ray mode as measured

by the portal imaging system. The nominal dose rate in this mode is 300 cGy/min (5

cGy/s). The variation in the measured output due to the aliasing artifact is clearly seen.

While the output reached the required dose rate instantaneously, it became unstable when

the servo feed-back took control after I s. Figure 10-3b shows the linac output measured

by frame averaging. It indicates that after the initial instability the machine delivered a

relatively stable output.

Figure I0-4a shows the output of the linac in the 6 MV x-ray mode as measured

by the portal imaging system. The nominal dose rate in this rnode is 200 cGy/ mi¡ (3.33

cGy/s). The variation of the measured output due to the aliasing artifact can also be seen

in this case. Figure 10-4b shows the output witli reduced ternporal resolution. The linac

was properly tuned in this ntode, and delivered a stable output aftel the initial build-up

over a period of about 0.25 s.

Figure 10-5a shows the output of the linac in the 15 MeV electron mode as

measured by the portal imaging system. The nominal dose rate in this mode is 300 cGy/

min (5 cGy/s). The change in the output after I s is clearly visible in this figure, even

with the aliasing artifact present. Figure l0-5b shows the measured output with reduced

temporal resolution. The linac was not tuned properly in this case so the output during

the first second was lower by more than 10 Yo of the cumulative average dwing the first

four seconds. The measured output for the other electron energies showed a similar

behaviour, with various step changes in ouþut after 1s.
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Clearly a dose rate instability can occur during the first second of opelation, and

particularly at the time when the servo feed-back takes control of the pulse repetition

frequency. It is possible that there may also be a change in the spatial dose distribution

during this time, and therefore an experiment to investigate this possibiiity was also

designed. The soft-pot parameters were deliberately changed to set the initial dose rate

20%otoo high, so thata significant step change in dose rate would occur at ls. Figure 10-

6 shows two horizontal intensity profiles of open field images ar 23 MV acquired by

averaging six frames under these conditions. The two profiles are extracted from the

images during the first 0.2 s (before feed-back control) and during the period 2.0-2.2 s

(after feed-back control). No significant differences between the two profiles can be

seen.

10.4 Conclusions

The dose rate stability of a linear accelerato¡ during the first three seconds of

operation has been measured with a real-time portal imaging system. Measurerrents have

shown that a change in dose rate of more than I0%o cart occur after about I s of operation,

when the dosimetry seruo system takes over control of the machine output. The

magnitude of this effect can be reduced by properly setting the soft-pot parameters.

These initial instabilities rnay have serious irnplications for electronic portal imaging

devices which adjust image acquisition parameters automatically according to the

measured signal. Furthermore, these instabilities must be taken into account in any

dynamic therapy application.

It was shown that the optimized real-time portal imaging system has the capability

to monitor the accelerator output, and can be used to assist in maintenance plocedures.
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Chøpter 11

Portal dosimetry

11.1 lntroduction

The use of electronic pofal imaging devices (EPIDs) for verification of radiation

treatments is increasing rapidlyl, and a number of centres are evaluating these tools in the

clinical setting2-8. So far the emphasis has been on the relatively straightforward

problem of geometric verification, in which the size, shape and position of the treatment

field is compared to prescribed values. A more diffrcult problem is dosimetric

verification, in which a quantitative measure of the dose distribution at the detector is

compared to calculations of the predicted exit dose. While some progress has been made

using f,rlm, TLD dosimeters, diodes, and ionization chamb"rs9-l5, much less effort has

been devoted to dosimetric verification using EPIDs. Since the pioneering efforts of

Leongl6 and Wong and colleagueslT, a number of preliminary studies have

demonstrated the possibility of quantitative dose measurements using fluoroscopic portal

imaging system5l8-21.

Video based portal imaging systems use metal/phosphor screens for converting

the transmitted X-rays to light. It is generally known that the light output fi'om a

phosphor screen when inadiated with X-rays is ploportional to the energy deposited in

the phosphot sc.een22. If the detection of the optical photons in the video camera and the

rest of the electronic circuitry is linear, a measure of the exit (or transit) dose can be

obtained by a portal imager as an intensity (gray) level. This chapter examines the ability

of the optimized portal imaging system in measuring exit dose.

The relative accuracy of an exit dose measured with the VEPID is determined by

the uncertainty in measuring the gray level value in the portal image. The primary

limitation is imposed by the noise in the portal image. Although sub-miilimeter
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resolutions are required and available for qualitative geometric verification imaging and

image alignment using anatomical features, such high spatial resolution is not required

for dosimetric measurernents. Ultirnately one has to compare the measured dose with the

estimated exit dose obtained from a treatment planning computer. Tleatment plaming

systems do not calculate doses at resolutions higher than 1-2 mm, au;rd2 mm resolution

(at the isocenter) would be adequate for dose measurements with an EPID. The

optimized VEPID has a pixel size of about 0.4 mm at the isocenter. Therefore one can

reduce the spatial resolution by a factor of 4 by averaging data in a 4x4 pixel area, and by

doing so, improve the SNR. For such large pixel values, a conselvative estimate of the

single frame SNR is 200 which is obtained from the low fi'equency SNR of 50 given in

Chapter 5. For a 0.25 s exposure (about I cGy delivered to the patient) this will result in

an SNR value of more than 500, which is adequate for achieving quantitative accuracy of

1ol0. Consequently, the noise in the optimized system iurposes no practical lirnitation on

the ability of the system to measure exit dose.

Further limitations to the quantitative accuracy of video based portal imaging are

imposed by issues such as distortions introduced by the frame grabber and the effects of

lens vignetting, veiling glare, black level clamping, and the linearity of the system in

detecting optical light. The effects of these artifacts on the accuracy of quantitative portal

imaging are also investigated in this chapter.

11.2 Calibrations

11.2.1 Artifacts from the frame grabber

Investigation of the uniformity of a CCD dark current image indicated that the

pixel intensities (gray values) get smaller and smaller towards the right side of the image.

Observation of the video signal with a oscilloscope did not show any measurable

nonuniformity in the signal. Therefore it was concluded that the frame grabber

introduced this artifact. In order to investigate this arlifact, an itnage was acquired with
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the CCD camera by saturating the CCD. The uniform video signal generated by the

saturated CCD was then captured by the frame grabber for analysis. Five horizontal and

vertical intensity profiles were extracted from the images by averaging 8 pixels and are

showninFig. i1-i. Figure 11-lashowsthehorizontalprofilesextracted aty:80, 160,

240,320, and 400. All five of the profiles are identical, but have a gradient of 0.065 gray

levels per horizontal pixel giving a maximum enor of about 5%. Figure 11-lb shows the

vertical profiles extracted at x : I25, 225, 325, 425, and 525. The average value of

profiles are different due to the gradient in the horizontal direction, but no significant

gradient is seen in the vertical direction.

Further tests canied out without saturating the CCD indicated that the magnitude

of this gradient in a given horizontal video line depends not only on the maximum gray

value of the line, but also on the extent of the illuminated section in a complex manner.

The field of view of the camera always contains two dark vertical strips of about

20 pixels wide at the left and right hand edges. These regions correspond to the wood

structure holding the phosphor screen. Since the sections are painted black, the

corresponding pixel values denote the video black level. The difference between the

leftmost and the rightmost dark regions (which are referred to as the left darL< region and

the right dark region in the following) can thelefore be used to estimate the magriitude of

the gradient in each video line, and an individual correction can be made to each video

line according to the equation

I, (x, y) = I(x, y) + x . 
I(x" Y) - I(x" Y).

X: -Xr
(11-l)

xt+7 xr+7

Here I(x,,y) = I I(x,y) and I(x,,y): I I(x,y) are the aveïage gray values of the left
xr-7 xz-7

and right dark regions in the video line y, estimated by averaging 15 pixels horizontally,

and x, and x, are the central x coordinates of the left and right dark regions. I"(x,y) and
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I(x,y) are corrected and uncorrected gray values at (x,y). Of course, for this correction to

be applied, gray values of the left and right dark regions in all the images should be

greater than zero.

1'1.2.2 Clamping error

The importance of the proper clamping of the RS-170 video signal in quantitative

video irnaging has been emphasized by Bally22. Any emor in clamping the video black

level in each video line to 0 V will lead to an error in the digitized pixel values in the

corresponding video line. The ideal way to remove the clarnping error is to digitize the

video data befole the RS-170 synchronization signals are added, ie. by using a digital

calnera. Howevet, the CCD camera used in the current system uses RS-l70 video, and

consequently clamping elTors must be corrected in the portal images befole any

quantitative measurements can be made.

The clamping circuitry in the OC-500 frame grabbel is found to be very unstable,

affected by the peak video signal as well as the horizontal extent of the illuminated

region. This makes it necessary to correct for the clamping error in each video line.

Figure 11-2 shows examples of the clamping errors introduced by the OC-500. Figure

I7-2a shows vertical intensity profiles extracted at the left dark region ( ie. i(x,,y) ) of

three images: a dark current image, an image containing a 5 cm diameter circular bright

region, and an image containing a 25 cm diameter circular bright region. Since the left

dark regiorl represents the video black level, the tluee profiles should be of similar

magnitude and shape with ideal clarnping. Figure 11-2b shows similar prof,rles of the

dark current image and two images of a rectangular bright region having average signal

values of about 50 and 750 gray levels. The deviation of the profiles of the images

containing bright regions from that of the dark current image indicate the extent of the

clamping error.
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Figure 11-3a shows the change in black level due to clamping effor as a function

of the extent of the illuminated region while the intensity of the illuminated region was

kept constant. Figure 11-3b shows the change in black level due to the clamping error as

a function of intensity of the illuminated region, while the extent of the illuminated region

was kept constant. Clearly, the change in the black level in each video line depends on

the extent of the illuminated section in the video line as well as the average intensity of

the illuminated section in a non-linear fasl'rion. It is also seen that unless corrected,

inaccurate clamping can introduce errors of up to 55 gray levels which amounts to about

5.5 % error for a maximum signal of i000 gray levels.

The clamping error can simpiy be corrected by subtraction of I(*,,y), the

average gray value of the left black region, as long as the gray values of the left dark

region are greater than zero. Eq.(11-l) can be extended to obtain lr,"(*,y), the gray

value corrected for both gradient effect and clarnping error as

Ir,"(x,y) = I(x,y) - I(x,,y) + x. 
i(x"y) -I(xt'y).

Xz -xr
(11-2)

11.2.3 The cosine4 law and lens vignetting

The Eq. (5-4) in Chapter 5 which describes the lens coupling efficiency between

the phosphor screen and the camera target is derived under the assumption that both

irnage and object subtend small angles at the lens. However, in a real case, even with an

ideal thin lens, the illurnination in the image plane (ie. on the camera target) is found to

decrease away from the optical axis at least as the fourth power of the cosine of the

angle23. Furthermore, with thick lenses used in practice, the illurnination will fall off

even rrlore rapidly due to vignetting. Vignetting is caused due to the fact that sorne light

entering the entrance pupil of the lens fails to emerge from the exit pupil. Vignetting
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usually depends on the F/stop setting of the lens, generally disappearing at small

openings (large F/stops)23.

In order to quantifii the magnitude of these non-linear effects, the metal/phosphor

screen was replaced by a translucent screen used in a liglit box, and the screen was

illurninated with a circular (1 cm radius) light source placed at 2.6 m from the screen.

The spatial valiation in the illumination of the screen due to inverse square effects is less

than 0.6 Yo. The light intensity at the screen surface is measured with a radiometer, and

the maximurn measured change within the field of view was 2o/o which is close to the

accuracy of the radiometer.

hnages of the uniformly illuminated translucent screen were acquired at 8

possible F/stop settings (0.85, 7.4,2.0,2.4,4.0,5.6, 8.0, and 1l) of the Fr-rjinon 25 mm

focal length lens used in the system. Figure 11-4 shows a contour rnap of the image

obtained with F/0.85 opening which clearly shows the effects of vignetting and cos4 la*
variations. It can be seen that this non-linearity is symmetric as one expects, but the point

of symmetry does not coincide with the centre of the image. This may be due to

mechanical rnisalignment of the lens axis with the centre of the CCD target. The

displacemerit in the two centres are about 35 and 65 pixels in horizontal and veltical

directions respectively, which amounts to about 0.5 mm and 0.9 mm at the camera target.

Figure l1-5 shows the horizontal intensity profiles extracted from the images

acquired with an F/stop setting of 0.85, 1r4,2.0, and 2.8. The profiles were obtained by

averaging 24 pixels vertically. Note that the profiles were extracted from the images after

corrections were applied for horizontal gradient error and clamping error as described

above. The effect due to cos4 la* is also shown for comparison. It can be seen that the

effect of lens vignetting is severe at the lowest setting of F/0 . 8 5 . The difference between

the other th¡ee F/stop settings are less than 3%o. The profiles of the images acquired at

other F/stop settings are also very similar. This result clearly shows that F/1.4 is the

optimal opening of the lens.
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Figure 11-4. A contour map of an image acquired by imaging a flat light field with the

F/0.85 opening of the lens showing the effects of vignetting and cos4 law variations. The

difference between each contour line is about 10 gray levels.
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The correction for these nonlinearities can be expressed as

. I"..(x, Y)
1g."," (x, Y) = 

L:"* (xÐ (r 1-3)

where lr,",u(*,y) is the corrected gray level , I!T''(x,y) is the normalized (between 0 to 1)

gray value of the flat light field image acquired at the same F/stop.

11.3 Other errors

11.3.1 Veiling glare and electron¡c instabilities

Veiling glare is caused by the scattering of visible radiation within the optical

detection system. If the detection of optical photons by tlie system is linear, it is

reasonable to assume that the magnitude of veiling glare is proporlional to the

illumination. Furthetmore, it is assumed that the effect of the glare is uniform, which

may not be true alwaysz+.

In order to estimate the relative magnitude of the veiling glare, images were

acquired with the translucent screen by illurrinating circular regions having diarneters of

2, 3, 4,5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 cm, by keeping the intensity of the illurninated regions

constant. Figure ll-6a shows the average gray value in an 8x8 ROI measured at the

centre of the circular region. It can be seen that the intensity at the centre decreases with

increasing diameter of the illuminated region, and then increases. The initial decrease in

the intensity with increasing diameter is due to the instabilities in the camera and frame

grabber electronics. The increase in the intensity with increasing diameter for diameters

larger that 5 cm is due to the veiling glare. The curved line is a rough estimate of the

change in intensity due to veiling glare, obtained by a second order polynomial fit to the

last four data points. Roehrig and,Ft24 have reportaed a similar behaviour for the effect
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of veiling glare in video based X-ray imaging. The fit indicates that the intensity for zero

diameter is 636 +7 gray levels.

Figure 1 1-6b shows the corrected intensity profiles of the inages acquired with 2,

3, 4, and 5 cm diarneter regions, extracted at the centre of the illurninated regions. An

electronic "ovet-shoot" effect due to the sharp gradient at the edges is seen. It is seen that

the intensities in the central part are overestimated due to this effect.

Figure l1-7 show the relative elror introduced by the electronic over-shoot and

veiling glare. It is seen that errors in the order of l0o/o can be introduced by the over-

slroot, wlrereas the veiling glare can introduce errors tp to 7Yo. The erlor introduced by

the veiling glare can be completely eliminated for any field size by calibrating the portal

dose for a given field size. One should be able to eliminate the effect of electlonic over-

shoot by using a good digital CCD camera.

11.4 Linearity

The portal imaging system uses a CCD canera for detecting optical photons

created by the phosphor screens. Response of CCD cameras are known to be highly

linear, but the linearity of the associated electronic circuits in the camera and the frame

grabber can make the optical detection process nonlinear. Therefore the linearity of the

optical photon detection process of the portal imager was tested by integrating different

numbers of frames on the CCD target by properly adjusting the light falling on the CCD

with the light box described in Chapter 5. Figure 11-8 shows the response of the camera.

The straight line is a linear fit to data with a maximum deviation of only 3.2%.
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11.5 Experimental measurements

11.5.1 Gentral axis dose

Portal images were acquired witha 10x10 "-2 
606o beam by irradiating acrylic

phantoms of varying thicknesses. The optimized portal imaging system incorporating the

CCD camera was used to acquire the irnages by integrating 8 frames (0.267 s) on tlie

CCD target. Images were also acquired with the prototype system incorporating a

Newvicon camera by summing 8 sequential frames on the frame buffer. The experimental

geometry used for measurements is shown in Fig. l1-9. The gray level intensity in a

central 10xi0 pixel ROI was measured after the tliree conections were applied to the

images. The exit dose at the detector surface was also measured with a Capintec F/type

#64564 ionization chamber and a CNMC K6i 6 electrometer for comparison. Both porlal

dose and ion charnber measurements \/ere nonnalized by the corresponding open field

dose (zero phantom thickness).

In order to find the effect of the air gap and the effect of the phantom material,

similar measurements were carried out with a I cm thick lead phantom and a 10 cm

acrylic phantom. Measurements with the lead pharitom were car¡ied out with 26.5 cm

and 56.5 cm air gaps, and the measulements with the acrylic phantom were carried out at

26.5 cm and 52 cm air gaps.

11.5.2 Profiles

A 15xl 5 cm2 field was used to obtain porlal irnages of an open field, 15", 30" and

45o wedges using a 60Co beam. Images were acquiled by integrating 8 frames on the

CCD target using the optimized porlal imaging system. The three conections were

applied to the images and profiles of the images at the centre of the images along the

wedged direction were extracted by averaging 24 pixels in the non-wedged direction. A

24 píxel average was seiected to simulate the scanning performed by the ion chamber
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which has a chamber length of about 1.5 cm. The corresponding dose profiles were also

scanned with a Therascan scanning ion charnber with a 0.5 cm build-up cap.

Similar portal dose profiles of 6 and 23 MV photons beams from a KD-2linear

accelerator were also obtained using a 15x15 cm2 open field and 15o, 30",45", and 60"

wedged fields. Prof,rles of these images were extracted along the wedged direction as

described above. The corresponding dose profile of each field was also scanned in water

with a Multidata scanning ion chamber system at the detector level (140 cm frorn the

source) with 1.5 and 3.5 cm build-up. In air dose rneasurements with build-up caps were

not practical in this case due to the physical constraints of the scanning ion chamber.

11.6 Results and discussion

Figure 11-10 shows central axis portal dose plotted against the corresponding

dose measured with the ion chamber, both normalized to the values of the zero phantom

thickness. It is seen that the portal dose measured with the optimized system

incorporating the CCD camera is highly linear, whereas the dose measured with the

prototype system incorporating the Newvicon camera is somewhat non-linear. This

clearly shows that the CCD camera is the best choice for quantitative portal imaging. It

can be seen that the dose measured by the optirnized portal imager is srnaller than that of

the ion chambel. Tliis difference could be due to the difference in the energy response of

the two detectors, but the two rneasurements agree weil within tlie 5% lirnit.

Figure 11-11a shows a plot of the wedged dose profiles of the 60Co beam

obtained from the portal dose images and from the scanning ion chamber with a build-up

cap. Both portal and ion chamber dose profiles were normalized to the corresponding

central axis dose of the open f,reld. It is seen that the un-wedged beam profiles agree very

well while the wedged profiles obtained with porlal dose images were significantly lower.

The difference between the ion chamber dose and the portal dose at the central axis for

the 45' wedge is about 1502. Since the dose measurements carried out with the acrylic
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phantom agreed within 5o/o with the dose measured with the ion chamber, the discrepancy

in the wedged dose profile suggests a significant change in the spectral distribution in the

bearn due to the heavy metals used in the wedges.

Figure 1l-ilb shows the same data, butthe individual portal dose profiles were

re-scaled to match the corresponding dose measured with the ion chamber at the central

axis. It can be seen that except for the small discrepancy at the peak dose region, there is

an excellent agreement between the two dose profiles after re-scaling. The discrepancy at

the peak dose region is found to be due to the electronic over-shoot effect, since this

discrepancy is reduced significantly when the wedges were rotated by 180'. One should

be able to completely eliminate this discrepancy due to over-shoot effect by using a good

digital CCD camera. For 60Co b.utn, one can reasonably assume that for a given wedge,

the spectral distribution within the freld after passing the wedge is somewhat constant.

Therefore the re-scaling of the portal dose profile to match the dose profile obtained with

the ion chamber at the central axis would remove the effect of differential energy

response of the two detectors for a given bea-rn.

Figure Il-12 shows the comparison of open and wedged beam profiles of the

linear accelerator. Figure l1-12a shows the profiles of the 6 MV photon beam, and Fig.

ll-l2b shows the profiles of the 23 MV photon beam. Both portal and ion chamber dose

profiles were normalized to the corresponding central axis dose of the open field. There

is a difference in the magnitude of the portal dose profiles and the profiles rneasured with

the ion chamber at 6 MV, whereas the profiles of the 23 MV beam agree very well.

However the discrepancy in the 6 MV profiles are smaller than that of the 60Co beam. It

is seen that the open field prof,rles of the 6MV beam show a significant discrepancy close

to the field edge, indicating a change in spectral distribution in the radial direction. This

clearly indicates that the energy response of the detector must be accounted for when

portal dose measurements ale compared with dose measured with an ion chamber.
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Figure 11-13 shows a plot of portal dose at the central axis against the

corresponding ion chamber dose for all the profiles shown in Fig. 1 1- I 1 and I 1 - 12. Also

plotted are the relative exit doses measured with 10 cm acrylic and I cm lead phantoms

using different air gaps. It is seen that the wedge dose measurements performed at 23

MV with the portal imager and with ion chamber agree very well, Measurements

performed at 6 MV show a small but significant difference between the two types of exit

dose measures, whereas the measurements from 60Co have the greatest discrepancy.

It can be seen that irrespective of the air gap, the I cm lead phantom also produces

a discrepancy between the portal and ion chamber doses which is consistent with that of

tlre 30' and,45" wedges of the 60Co beam. Irrespective of the aft gap,the differences are

smaller for the exit doses measured with the acrylic phantom. This leads to the

conclusion that the phantom material can rnake a significant change in the spectral

distribution of the exit fluence. The l5o weclge used with 60Co ir made of brass and all

the other wedges are made mainly of lead. The discrepancy between the portal and ion

chamber doses of the 15o wedge is smaller than the other two wedges indicating a smaller

change in the spectral distribution for the 15o wedge.

The change in the spectral distribution of the exit fluence due to an insertion of a

wedge made of metal into the beam path is not surprising. A Monte Carlo study carried

out by Jaffray et. a1.25 has shown that the energy ïesponse of a metal/phosphor screen is

relatively constant in the energy range of 5-25 MeV, but the response decreases with

decreasing energy below 5 MeV with the minimum response around 0.5 MeV. Therefore

the change in spectrum at 23 MV will have the least effect on the energy deposited in the

screen whereas the change in the 60Co b.u- will have the greatest effect on the deposited

energy which is consistent with the lesults shown in Fig. 1l-13. This effect of change in

spectrurrl due to absorbing/scattering material in the beam path, and the resulting change

in the portal dose due to the energy response of the portal detector must be explored in
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greater detail before one can safely use absolute values of exit dose measured with a

portal imaging system in clinical practice.

11.7 Conclusions

The suitability of the optimized portal imaging system utilizing the CCD camera

for exit dosimetry has been examined. The frame grabber used in the imaging chain

introduces a "gradient" error with a magnitude of up to 5o/o, while the video clamping

error is found to be as high as 5.5Yo. Lens vignetting introduces erïors up to 30%

depending on the lens aperture. Proper calibrations have been established to eliminate

these sources of error. The response of the imager in detecting optical light is linear

within 3o/o enor. Veiling glare introduces a maximum of 7%o error in the rneasured gray

value whereas the over-shoot effects of the electronic circuitry can introduce euors up to

10oá, which are the rnost significant errors introduced by the imagel in detecting optical

photons.

By far the most signifrcant source of error in comparing portal dose with that

measured with an ion chamber is due to the differences in the energy response of the two

detectors. Therefore it is concluded that the comparison of portal dose measurements

must be carried out against the exit dose calculations carried out either by Monte Carlo

methods, or by analytical models, instead of ion charnber measurements.
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Chøpter 12

Summary

The outcome of radiation therapy in treating cancerous tumour relies mainly on

the ability to destroy the tumour with minimal damage to the surrounding normal tissues.

Systematic and random errors occur during a course of therapy and will lead to under-

treatment of the tumour or over-irradiation of adjacent healthy tissues. Accuracy and

reproducibility in the radiation dose delivered to the target volume on a daily basis over a

period of several weeks are irnportant factors in improving overall precision of the

treatment process. With the ever increasing use of oblique and even non-coplanar beams

and the use of dynamic conformal therapy, this issue has become even more significant.

Conventionally, treatment accuracy v/as verified using portal fìh-ns on a very sparse

sample, but their quality is often poor and the procedures involved in making and

evaluating them are time consuming. Their use in each portal of every treatment is

prevented by the cost in money and effort involved in the film method.

Several techniques have been proposed to overcome the diffrculties encountered

in the portal film method. The most important of these is the video based electronic

portal imaging devices (VEPIDs). A prototype VEPID was developed in 1989 at tl're

Manitoba Cancer Foundation for on-line verification of radiotherapy treatments. The

system consisted of a metal/phosphor screen, a Silicon Intensified Target (SIT) camera

and a PC-386 with an Imaging Technology series 151 image processor. The performance

of this original system was far from ideal for both geornetric and dosimetric verification.

Imaging performance of video based portal imaging systems is predominantly

determined by the noise properties of the system. The ideal imaging system is a quantum

noise limited systern in which contributions from all other noise sources are smaller than

the quantum noise. The major objective of this work was to optimize the noise
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characteristics of the imaging system. In order to achieve this, all the significant noise

sources in the imaging system were identified and the contribution from each source was

quantified either by theoretical modeling or experirnental measurements. Both hardware

and software methods have been utilized to optimize the system noise characteristics. In

particular, the optimization of the video carnera played a major role in this process. It

was shown that the dual field capture CCD camera is the best camera for real-time portal

irnaging, due to the linearity in detecting optical photons and the insensitivity to pulsation

artifacts.

Figules l2-l and 12-2 summarize the noise in the portal images acquired witli the

three video calneras concerned in this work when the 500 rng cm-2 phosphor screen

("thick screen") is used in a23 MV photon beam. The figures show the plot of rms noise

in gray levels for images with a maximum signal value of 256 gray levels against the

integration time measured in number of frames (1/30 s). The def,inition of each noise

source is given in part II, but repeated here for convenience. o] is the total variance in

the output pixel values (page 86, Eq. (5-18)). oi is the quantum noise variance (page 84,

Eq. (5-9). ci'l is the noise variance due to pulsation artifacts (page 58, Eq. (3-1). ol is the

variance in the electronic noise added by amplifier in the Newvicon calnera (page 88, Eq.

(5-25). <ri is the variance in the readout noise of the CCD carnera (page 86, Eq. (5-1S).

o'i is the variance in the dark current of tlie CCD camera (page 86, Eq. (5-18).

Figure 12-1a shows the change in noise in the images acquired with tlie SIT

camera when fi'ame averaging is performed. The values of the rms noise were obtained

from Table 5-3 (page 101). The horizontal dotted line indicates the magnitude of second

quantization noise. It is seen that when the integration time is more than 4 frames, the

images acquired by the SIT camera are dominated by the quantum noise. Figure Iz-lb

shows the corresponding change in noise in the images acquired with the Newvicon

camera. The values were obtained from Table 5-3 (page 101). Once the pulsation noise
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Figure I2-1. a) The change in noise in the images acquired with the SIT camera when

frame averaging is performed. b) The conesponding change in noise in the images

acquired with the Newvicon camera. The horizontal dotted lines indicate the magnitude

of second quantization noise.
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Figure l2-2. The reduction in noise level in the images acquired by the CCD camera.

a) The results of frame averaging. b) The results of target integration. The horizontal

dotted line indicates the magnitude of second quantization noise.
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is reduced by frame averaging, and in the absence of second quantization noise, the

images acquired by the Newvicon camera are dominated by the camera electronic noise.

Figure 12-2 shows the reduction in noise level in the images acquired by the CCD

camera. The rms noise values were obtained from Table 5-2 (page 99). Figure 72-2a

shows the results of frame averaging, and Fig. l2-2b shows the results of target

integration. Although the dark current noise with and without cooling is shown, the dark

current with cooling was used to obtain the total output noise oo. It is seen that the use of

target integration instead of frame averaging make the images acquired by the CCD

carnera quantum noise dorninated.

The magnitude of the second quantization noise is shown in Fig. 12-I and I2-2,

but the effect of it is not included in o'" assuming digital frame addition or floating point

frame averaging is utilized. However, if digital (integer) frame averaging is employed,

the second quantization noise should be included in oo. Under this condition, the second

quantization noise will be dominant the images acquired with the Newvicon camera after

32 frame average, whereas it will not be dominant in the images acquired with the SIT

camera even at 256 ftame average. The images acquired with the CCD camera either by

frame averaging or combined use of target integration and frame averaging will be

dominated by the second quantization noise when 64 or more frames are utilized.

Although EPIDs are assuming an ever increasing role in the verification of

radiation treatments in the clinics today, no standard quality assurance procedures have

been established for acceptance, comrrissioning, and routine quality control. Therefole a

quality control test has been developed to test the resolution and contrast-to-noise

performances of the VEPID. A QC phantom was also designed for use in the QC

procedure. Measurements over a period of two years have shown that the QC test

provides a sensitive indication of imaging performance. Inter-institutional trials are now

underway in Canada, the US, and Europe for standardizingthe quality control procedure.
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So far, the electronic portal imaging systems have only been used for verification

of photon treatments on linear accelerators. However, the general acceptance of the EPID

technology into cancer clinics world wide will be promoted if EPIDs can be used for

other clinical applications. Therefore, using phantom studies, it has been shown that the

VEPID can be used to verify treatments with electron treatments with linear accelerators.

Furthermore, it has been shown that real-time VEPID is capable of monitoring the

stability of linear accelerators during the f,rrst few seconds of its operation.

It was shown in Chapter 11 that the noise in the optimized system imposes no

practical limitation on the ability of the system to measure exit dose. In fact the errors

introduced by the use of RS-170 video signal were found to be the most significant

source of error which limits the quantitative accuracy of the portal imager. Thelefore

calibration procedures have been established to overcorne some of the errors introduced

by the RS-170. The digitization of the video data on the camera head will eliminate the

errors associated in using the RS-170 video data. The effect of veiling glare is shown to

introduce errors of up to 7%o,but this error is easily eliminated by calibrating the portal

imager for a given field size.

The preliminary work shown in this thesis clearly indicates that the optimized

VEPID is capable of measuring relative exit doses to an accuracy better than 30á; the

limit imposed by the non-linearity of the system in detecting light. Although one might

calibrate for this non-linearity in order to achieve even better accuracy, aiming for such a

high accuracy can not be justified at this point without an established accuracy in the

calculations of exit dose.

Finally, it was found that the difference between the exit dose measured with the

portal imager and that of an ion chamber can be a as high as 15% due to the energy

dependence of the portal imager. Fortunately this imposes no serious problem in portal

dosimetry as the objective of measuring exit dose with a portal imager is to compare it

with the calculations which can compensate for the energy dependence.
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